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Final Report - ARO grant DAALO3-86-K-0161

During the past three years, we have carried out experimental studies

involving the interaction of high-power lasers with alkali and alkaline-earth

atoms and molecules. The motivation for this work has been to evaluate

proposed methods for using these systems to create tunable coherent light

sources in the near-infrared spectral region. In addition, we have obtained

much fundamental information about these atomic and molecular systems, and on

their interactions with light. Our work, during this time period, can be

divided into three areas: studies of bound-free triplet emission from alkali

molecules, studies of wave-mixing processes, and experiments on barium -

noble-gas mixtures. In addition, we have carried out several smaller projects

in closely related fields. We will describe each of these projects in the

following paragraphs and in the attached appendices.

The lowest triplet state of all alkali diatomic molecules is of 3E+

symmetry, and is repulsive except fvr a shallow van der Waals minimum at large

internuclear separation. Because of this unbound nature, emissions to the 3E+

state form true continua, which may eventually form the basis for continuously

tunable near-infrared lasers. We have focussed our attentions on the lowest

triplet band, 1 3fl -* 1 3 + , of the heteronuclear molecule NaK, which we have

studied in the range 1.0 to 1.6 gm. Alkali triplet bands have, in general,

been d'fficult to study, due to the dipole selection rule on spin, AS = 0, and

the fact that the ground state is a singlet. In the present case, we have

populated the 13 H state of NaK by taking advantage of spin-orbit induced

perturbations between levels of the 1 3 and those of the nearby 21E + state.

Such perturbations mix nearly degenerate singlet and triplet levels with the

same J value. This results in certain levels having both singlet and triplet

amplitudes, allowing radiative coupling to both the ground (11E + ) and

repulsive 13E + states. The resulting bound-free triplet emission appears in

the form of an oscillating continuum in the near-infrared. The oscillations

can be shown to relate directly to the square of the vibrational wavefunction

in the bound upper state, and thus represent one of the clearest
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demonstrations of the wave-nature of matter. Bound-free emission spectra of

this type are described in detail in Appendix 1 of this report.

Using a narrow-band, single-mode cw ring dye laser as a pump source, we

were able to selectively populate single ro-vibrational levels of the upper

1 3 state. The specific level could be accurately identified by analysis of

the associated singlet spectrum. Since the bound 1 1E+ , 131 , and 21E + states

of NaK have previously all been accurately characterized by Fourier-transform

spectroscopy, we could carry out fully quantum-mechanical simulations of the

oscillatory bound-free triplet emission produced by each upper ro-vibrational

level. The lower repulsive triplet state in these simulations was represented

by an exponential function with two free parameters. These parameters were

varied to give a good match between the positions of the intensity maxima and

minima in the experimental and theoretical spectra. In this way, we were able

to obtain an accurate mapping of the 13E + repulsive wall. Note that bound

states have been accurately mapped for many years by fitting the positions of

hundreds or thousands of discrete lines. Repulsive states, which are

important in scattering, dissociation processes, and as the lower level in

excimer lasers, have proven difficult to map since their emission tends to

form relatively featureless continua. However, the bound-free emission which

can be produced from selective excitation of particular ro-vibrational levels

of the upper state, produces tens or hundreds of intensity maxima and minima

which can be fit to yield the potential. Thus we can now map some of the

repulsive states with an accuracy approaching that with which bound states can

be obtained. In addition, the relative intensities of the maxima allow a

fitting of the transition dipole moment as a function of internuclear

separation. Our work on the determination of the 1 3 + state potential, and on

the 1 3l -+ 13 + transition dipole moment are described in Appendix 2 which is a

manuscript being prepared for submission to the Journal of Chemical Physics.

We have carried out gain calculations on this NaK 1 3 -* 13E+ band which

show that this bound-free emission may be a good candidate for tunable laser

applications. Unfortunately, these calculations cannot take into account

absorption to higher lying states, about which little is known. We have

measured the gain at 1.15 pm, using a helium-neon laser, and found net
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absorption at this wavelength. However, we hope to extend these gain

measurements to other wavelength regions (around 1.3 pm) using a tunable diode

laser. We also plan to study in detail the heavier heteronuclear molecule

RbCs, in which the spin-orbit interactions should be much stronger, thus

improving access to the triplet manifold.

A second area of interest for us has been the generation of coherent

light in the near-IR through non-linear wave-mixing processes. When potassium

vapor is excited with a high-power pulsed laser tuned near the 4S -* 6S

two-photon transition frequency, a very intense violet beam (A = 404 nm) is

generated in the forward direction. This strong coherent emission can be

shown to be a four-wave mixing process. Under the same conditions, several

other coherent emicsions in the near-infrared region can also be ulerved.

Most of these occur at or near the wavelengths of allowed atomic transitions,

and are due to a combination of amplified spontaneous emission (resulting from

real population inversions) and various wave-mixing processes. A particularly

interesting set of processes involves the production of coherent emission at

1.28 and 1.37 pm (which do not correspond to any known potassium atomic

transitions). These processes can be shown to be due to six-wave mixing

following the scheme: W 1.28 (1 .3 7 ) = 2 Wlaser - [W6S.,5p + W5P_+3D(51H5S) +

W laser1. We are currently setting up an experiment, in which two lasers will

be used, to demonstrate that this coherent near-infrared emission can be made

broadly tunable. Our work in this area is described more completely in

Appendices 3 and 4.

An even more intriguing process was observed in mixed sodium-potassium

vapors when the laser was detuned considerably fr, I!p 4S -* 6S potassium

two-photon transition. Again we observed coherent . sion in the forward

direction, corresponding to the potassium 3D3/2 -) 3P1/ 2 transition. However,

under these circumstances, no other coherent emissions were observed.

Surprisingly, this emission was observed only on the weaker component of the or

fine-structure doublet. Additionally, it could not be observed in pure

potassium vapor. We believe the emission involves a two-step Ti

photodissociation of the NaK molecule, where the final unbound state

dissociates to the Na(3S) + K(3D3 /2) limit. It is known that such

photodissociation processes can be highly selective in terms of final state '/

'C
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fine-structure level. Still, we do not understand the forward-backward

asymmetry (-25:1), or the observed fact that the coherent emission temporally

follows the pump laser pulse. Our work in this area is detailed in Appendices

3 and 4. We are hoping to resolve some of the remaining questions with a set

of two-laser experiments planned for the near future.

A side note to this work with the sodium-potassium mixtures involves the

observation of NaK 21 E+  i1 + band stimulated emission near 1.02 um. This "A

band" optically-pumped laser (OPL) is similar to analogous stimulated

processes which have been demonstrated in the homonuclear alkali diatomics

over the last several years. However, the present case is the first

demonstration of OPL emission in NaK, and only the second reported case

involving a heteronuclear alkali molecule. In addition, these observations

extend the range of known alkali OPL emission into the 1 Jm region. Our

results are reported in Appendix 5.

Finally, we report one other experimental result that falls in the

category of "wave-mixing". This involves the intriguing 830 nm emission

observed in sodium vapor excited at the 3S 4 4D two-photon transition

wavelength. This emission was first reported in 1984 by Dinev and coworkers,
who attributed it to stimulated emission on the Na2 13E + 

4 13 + band. Another

g U

coherent emission at 840 nm, found under the same conditions, was assigned to

a higher step of a molecular cascade process. The identification was based on

the fact that no other sodium atomic or molecular transitions were known to

produce radiation in this wavelength region. In 1987, Wellegehausen and

coworkers demonstrated that the 840 nm emission was actually a six-wave mixing

process similar to the potassium 1.28 and 1.37 m emissions discussed above.

However, their data did not yield any conclusive information on the origin of

the 830 nm emission. Nevertheless, they concluded that it was probably

another atomic parametric process. Most recently (Dec. 1988), Bajic et. al.

presented new data on the 830 nm emission and concluded that it was indeed

stimulated excimer emission on the 13E + - 13 E+ band of Na Since theg u

discussion of this interesting process seemed not yet settled, and since the

possibility of stimulated emission on the alkali triplet excimer bands was

central to our studies under this grant, we began an experiment to establish
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the identity of the 830 nm emission once and for all. Recently, we submitted

a manuscript to Applied Physics B (Appendix 6) which contains our findings.

We have now definitely identified the 830 nm emission as an example of a

recently discovered type of wave-mixing process called axially-phase-matched

six-wave mixing. In this process, the photons all propogate along the pump

laser axis, which maximizes the spatial overlap of the various beams. The

vector phase-matching (momentum conservation) equation then reduces to a

scalar equation involving only the magnitudes of the various photon wave

vectors. In order to satisfy both the momentum and energy conservation

equations, the photon frequencies must then adjust themselves to values that

can be calculated easily using simple equations. The predicted positions

agree well with our observations. The final piece of evidence, which

solidified the identification, was the observation of n predicted shift of the

830 nm emission peak to 825 nm when potassium was added to the vapor. The

effect of the potassium is to change the index of refraction of the vapor, and

thus to change the wavelength which satisfies the phase-matching condition.

Recently, we have begun a new experiment to study the population and

depopulation of various excited levels of barium following pulsed laser

excitation. Ultimately, we are interested in studying collision-induced

far-wing emission on the barium 3Dj -1S 0 and 1D2  1S0 forbidden

transitions. The metastable D states can be populated efficiently by

stimulated Raman processes such as 1S0 * 3P1 - 3D2. Since there are no

allowed radiative decay channels for the final D states, they have very long

lifetimes. Eventually, they either decay by quasi-molecular emission induced

in collisions with inert buffer gas atoms, are quenched in collisions with

impurities, or escape by diffusion. Since the collision-induced emission of

interest is expected to be quite weak, it is important to maximize the

population in the metastable levels. Therefore, our first project is to

develop techniques for monitoring the various level populations in a

time-resolved mode. Once this is accomplished, we will be able to maximize

these populations by optimizing the pressure, temperature, pump laser power,

and laser wavelength.

The population monitoring is accomplished by scanning a single-mode cw

laser across an absorption line originating in the state of interest. Using
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a transient digitizer or boxcar averager, we can map the full absorption

lineshape in a time-resolved mode. Spatial information can also be obtained

by moving the probe laser beam with respect to the pulsed pump laser beam.

However, difficulties arise in trying to deal with hyperfine structure and the

low ionization threshold of barium. We are currently working to incorporate

such processes into our model in order to turn this method into a reliable

technique for studying the kinetics of this laser excited metal vapor system.

Finally, we carried out an experiment to measure the cross-section for

the excitation transfer process, Cs(5D5/2) + Cs(6S1 /2 ) - Cs(5D 31 2 ) +

Cs(6S1 /2 ). Most of the experimental work on this side project was carried out

by an undergraduate research participant, Ms. Beta Keramati, who is now in the

graduate program at Temple University. The experiment involved pumping the

cesium forbidden transition 6S1/2 - 5D512 with a cw dye laser and then

monitoring the cascade fluorescence on the two fine-structure transitions 6PJ

- 6S1 /2. Since the 5D5/2 state radiates exclusively to 6P3/2, only 6P3/2 -

6S1/2 fluorescence is observed in the absence of collisional mixing. As the

excitation transfer collisions increase in number, more and more 6P1/2 - 6S1/2

fluorescence is seen. However, this mixing can take place in either the 5D or

6P manifold. To separate these two cases, a second experiment was carried out

under the same conditions. In this, the 6P3/2 state was populated by cw diode

laser pumping. Thus the mixing which occurred strictly within the 6P manifold

could be separated out. This experiment is described fully in Appendix 7.
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Near-infrared bound-free emission from the NaK molecule
J. HuenneKens, A. Loza,*1 and M. Masters
Lehigh University. Department of Physics. Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015

K. M. Sando
University of Iowa. Department of Chemistry. louwa City. Iowa 52242

(Received 17 November 1987; accepted 3 February 1988)

We report the observation of bound-free emission corresponding to the lowest triplet
transition I II - 1 '!' of the NaK molecule. In the experiment, specific levels of the upper
triplet state were populated directly from the ground state by virtue of spin-orbit induced
perturbations between the 1 11,, and 2 '1 states. Oscillations in the fluorescence spectra
between 1.1 and 1.6 um reflect the probability distribution (wave function squared) in the
bound upper state. We have also carried out quantum mechanical simulations of the
fluorescence spectra, based on recent ab initio calculations of the relevant potential curves.

These simulations verify the identification of this near-infrared emission and provide a critical
test for the calculated potentials.

I. INTRODUCTION along the pump laser axis. Very recently, Wang et al. re-

Alkali diatomic molecules have been of interest both as ported the observation of stimulated emission on these Na

a testing ground of electronic potential energy curve calcula- violet bands.27 Near-infrared stimulated emission on the Na

tions, and as the active medium in many working and pro- I 31g -I 'I.- band was reported by Dine% et al..' but

posed laser designs. In particular, a large number of optically Wang et al.6 have recently shown that this emission is act u-

pumped laser (OPL) transitions have been observed in Li., ally atomic in nature and relates to various parametric pro-

Na,. and K_."' - Recently OPL transitions have also been cSses.

observed in the heteronuclear molecule NaRb." In the Experimental observation of alkali triplet bands has. InF

OPLs. molecules in low-lying thermally populated rovibra- general, been hindered by the dipole selection rule on spin.

tional levels of the ground ( I '! ) state are pumped to le - AS = 0, and the fact that the molecular ground state i a
els of some electronically excited state ( see Fig. I ). Lasing singlet. Thus it is not easy to selectively excite the molecule

then takes place on transitions down to initially unpopulated to a specific triplet state. Many of the studies mentioned so

high lying levels of the I 'I- state. Besides offering many far have relied on collisions to populate the upper triplet

new fixed-frequency laser transitions, these OPLs have state. However. collisions are a nonselective population

yielded much useful information about the alkali molecules mechanism, so that much spectroscopic detail is lost. On the

themselves. However, the OPLs are not continuously tuna- other hand, accurate spectroscopic constants have been ob-

ble due to the discrete nature of the bound-bound transi- tained for a number of alkali triplet states in experiment'.

tions.
The lowest triplet state I 'I', of all alkali molecules is

unbound except for a shallow van der Waals minimum at 0)
large interuclear separation, R (see Fig. I 1). Bound-free
emission terminating on this repulsive triplet state should 3. 3d 20

form true continua, and it was suggested in 1980 by L ' *

Konowalow and Julienne that such emission could be used o a 15

as a source of continuously tunable near-infrared lasers. 2  1E"1 .5 ,

Since that time, much attention has been given to alkali trip- -,' -- '-

let bands. These studies include observations of the sodium 7

vile bnd,' - "the potassium yellow bands, iS2.5.6and : ' 05.analogous bands of Li2,''
1 9 "37 - 39  

Rb2 ,
25'40 ' 4 2  and 0 5.' \

Cs2. 19.28.43-43 It is now known these bands involve transitions 5

to the I '' + state from a 3Ii state which correlates at large R 0\ ',,.z"
to one ground state atom plus one atom in the lowest D state. Not
Near-infrared transitions to the 1 31 + state from the lowest
excited sY state have also been studied.' 6 " In recent years, 5 5

Bahns and Stwalley have reported gain on the Na2 violet 9 13 17 4 6 6 110 , 4

bands, ' while Wu et al. observed enhanced fluorescence R(Bohr) R(Bohr)

FIG. I. (a) NaK and (b) Na2 potential curves taken from Refs. R7 and 112.
respectively (figures reproduced with permission from Dr. D. D. Konowa-

*'Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of low). Note that throughout the text the notation 2 '1* refers to the second
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260 lowest 'I* state, etc.

J Ci em Phys 66 (10). 15 May 1988 0021-9606/88/106013-O902 10 @ 1988 American Institute of Physics 6013
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utilizing laser excitation of perturbed or mixed singlet-trip- state. The observed spectra consist of a series of oscillation,
let levels. These mixed levels result from spin-orbit and oth- which reflect the probability distribution (was e function
er types of coupling bet, ,- :n nearly degenerate singlet and squared) in the upper bound state. In this prehminar% study.
triplet levels with th. .me rotational number J. Laser-in- we also present quantum calculations of theoretical spectra
duced fluorescen,'- experiments involving 2 '1l-2 11 per- based upon recent ab initio NaK potential energy cur% t, '
turbations in the NaK molecule have yielded important in- These calculations verify the proposed explanation of th-
formation on the I 'Y  state of that molecule. 5 7-

62 oscillatory spectra.
I I I-1 '[ . perturbations in Na. and Li, have also been We are currently repeating the measurements using ,'ij-

s'udied extensively in recent years.6 -'2 Of particular inter- gle-mode laser excitation. Weare alsocalculating therelicc.

est is the work of Field and co-workers, who have developed spectra using the accurate spectroscopic constant, for th,

the technique of perturbation-facilitated optical-optical 1 '1 and I nf1 states which have been obtained from Four-

double resonance spectroscopy. 2'- ' - - Their work has yield- ter transform spectroscopy .'"' The idea is to % arv param-

ed a wealth of information on many triplet levels of Li, and eters of the lower 1 3y, state until we obtain a good mat c h tw

Na,. These various studies of I '!, -1 '11. perturbations the observed spectra. Thus we hope to obtain an accurat-

are not only important for the analysis of these states, but mapping of the repulsive limb of the I '- state which " ill

provide road maps for gaining access to the triplet manifolds smoothly connect to the bound part of the curve obtained ii

of these molecules. Ref. 81. These results will be presented in a forthcomin

Ross. Effantin, d'Incan, and Barrow have also taken ad- publication."
vantage of singlet-triplet perturbations to gain access to the
triplet manifold 8 " " They and co-workers have obtained ac- II. THE EXPERIMENT

curate spectroscopic constants for various triplet and singlet Figure 3 shows the experimental setup. The %apor cor
states by studying bound-bound emission using the tech- taining the NaK molecules is produced in a crossed. siainec\-
niques of Fourier transform spectroscopy..( S5 Of direct sig- steel, heat-pipe oven' which was charged with a mixture of
nificance to the present work. they have accurately charac- potassium and sodium in an approximately 2 to I ratio Thi,
tenzed the NaK I 11. 1 ' and I 'I' states.'"I mixture was calculated to maximize the NaK concentratwor

In the present work we report bound-free emission cot- relative to other species." The oven was operated at
responding to the NaK I f1- I 'I - transition (sec Fig. I). - 360 "C with - 1.5 Tort of argon buffer gas Thus the con-
This transition was first observed in Ref. 86. However, in ditions were near to. but probably short of. those necessar\
that work the upper state was populated through collisions for heat-pipe mode operation.
so that most spectroscopic details were washed out. The The laser is a multimode cw dye laser pumped by 4-5 W
emission appeared as a featureless continuum that decreased from an argon-ion laser. The dye laser output is ty picaUll
monotonically in intensity as the wavelength increased 200-500 mW and is tunable from 680 to 775 nm using the
between 1. 1 and 1.6 pm (see Fig. 4 of Ref. 86). Here, we dye LDS 722.
directly populate specific perturbed I 11-2 'I levels from Fluorescence at right angles to the laser beam was dis-
the I 'I* ground state (see Fig. 2). We then observe the persed by a 1/3-meter grating monochromator and detectd
direct. near-infrared, bound-free emission to the I 'Y by an intrinsic germanium detector. Longpass filters elimin-

ated second order spectra. Fluorescence spectra \kere ob-
tained by setting the laser wavelength to a value which yield-

15[ ed a relative maximum in the near-IR emission. and then
3s +4v scanning the monochromator wavelength.

In order to obtain the excitation spectra presented in

10 - ,\ IY ,/ j

7 No K
"E HEAT PIPE

+o OVEN
5 /CSW DCW DYE_ . .

LASER

o ~N +7 K
III

MONO-
-5 [ CHROMATOR

LOCK- IN
5 9M13T17 AMPLIFIER Ge

R (Bohr) DETECTOR

FIG 2. Nearly degenerate levels of the I l',and 2 ' states with the sme

rotalilonal quantum number Jare coupled by the spin-orbit interaction. The
resulting mixed levels have both singlet and triplet character FIG 3. Apparatus used in the fluorescence experiments

J Chem Phys Vol 88, No 10. 15 May 1980
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LASER 1.12 1.20 1.30 1.40 I.6O 1.60

IF

SIFWAVINGIv'2, ,, t.

OVEN
41 t 4 6mii 78.0

FIG 4. Apparatus for measuring the Il I excitation spectra. Ge represents v~i6 46

the intrinsic germanium detector, while IF and PMT stand for interference 742.64

filter and photomultipher tube, respectively. The ,nterferem,-e fihters were
such that, dunng scan of'the laser wavelength, the photomultipher recorded
the total 2 'Y- - I 'I emission, while the Ge detector simultaneously re- v ft7 ofe , .4

Corded the total I ln - I 'I ermssiot, 789

V=16 11 .2

Sec. III C. the monochromator was replaced by an interfer-
ence filter vith a bandpass of 1.1 to l.6pm (see Fig. 4). A v-. J.13 .

photomultiplier (S-I response) was placed directly across ,
from the Ge detector and an interference filter with a band-
pass of 0.65 to 1.0 pm was placed between the oven and v. 4'c-eS

photomultiplier. Thus the germanium detector recorded the 16 14

total triplet band (1 'F1 - I 31 emission, while the photo-
multiplier recorded the total singlet-band (2 '1 -. - 1 ' - ) v.12 ,,a
emission. In this experiment, the laser wavelength was
scanned with a motorized drive connected to the dye laser I I I I

birefringent filter. Dye laser wavelengths were measured 1.12 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 I.a0

with a monochromator-photomuliplier arrangment. WAVELENGTH (uin)

In either experiment (fluorescence or excitation spec-
tra), the cw laser beam was chopped and the Ge detector FIG. 5. NaK near-infrared I 'HI - I ' fluorescence spectra produced b

output sent to a lock-in amplifier. The photomultiplier out- pumping specific I 'I - I .. transittons with selected frequencie, from

put was processed by an electrometer. Infrared fluorescence the tunable dye laser. The laser wavelength used for each spectrum is gier,

scans were recorded directly on a chart recorder, while for on the right, while the v, J designation on the left is our best estimate of the

excitation spectra the lock-in and electrometer outputs were pumped upper level.

simultaneously digitized and recorded by a computer.

Ill. RESULTS

ability distribution, or wave function squared, which is plot-
A. Fluorescence spectra ted in the figure. According to the classical Franck-Condon

Figure 5 shows the fluorescence spectra obtained for principle, neither the internuclear separation R nor the ki-
various pump laser wavelengths. The spectra display the netic energy changes in an electronic transition. The first of
bound-free reflection structure first described theoretically these criteria requires that arrows representing transitions
by Condon in 1928,.9 " and later more rigorously by Coo- be vertical in this type of figure, while the second require,
lidge et al.." and Tellinghuisen and co-workers.'' 4 - Over that the arrows terminate on the dashed line (the "Mulliken
the years, several specific cases of bound-free reflection difference potential ' ' '9 'tt) which represents the 1 3_1-
structute have been studied both experimentally and theo- potential energy plus the kinetic energy of the initial upper
retically (e.g. see Refs. 96-104 and references therein), level As can be seen in this simple classical picture, different
However. a particularly graphic example of this type of R values yield different wavelengths in the fluorescence
emission has recently been observed in the spectrum of Hg2  spectrum, and each wavelength is weighted by the probabil-
by Niefer and co-workers t , (see Fig. 4 of Ref. 105). ity [,*(R),X'(R) whereX is the nuclear wave function I that

Theorigin of the oscillatory structure in the present case the atom pair is separated by that particular R. The largest
can be crudely understood with reference to Fig. 6. The up- peak in'the fluorescence spectrum, which always occurs at
per state (1I'l) of the fluorescence forms roughly a harmon- the short wavelength end of the band, corresponds to the
ic well, so that the wave functions are similar to those of a maximum in the wave function at the outer turning point.
harmonic oscillator. Of interest to this discussion is the prob- The analogous large peak corresponding to the inner turning
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15 - we used the following argument to obtain a reasonable a'-
3s +4p] signment of the pumped levels. As more accurate data be-

comes available, these assignments will most likely require

E7r modification.
I0 Accurate spectroscopic constants exist for the I 'I - and

11I states ofNaK.805' By using the value for the 'II fine-
E 'structure splitting suggested in Ref. 80, we determined ene.
05 - , gies for the various levels of the l-ll, state. This Is the stalL

which is most strongly perturbed by the spin-orbit interac-
\_: . ~'s' I

tion. Since the I'll,- 11' transitions are made possible b\

35s +4s the admixture of2 'I" probability amplitude into the triple'
No + K state, the selection rules will be the same as for

2 +'- 'Y - transitions, namely AJ= - - L We thei.
-5- matched the laser energy to a list of energies for

I 3 lo,j', + I) - i (v', J ') transitions. (The search

5 9 13 17 was limited to the most heavily populated levels, i.e.. i"u 5.
J "< 150. ) This yielded several possible transitions for each

R (Bohr) laser wavelength in Fig. 5. However, plausibility argument'

FIG. 6. A crude explanation of the oscillatory spectra can be obtained by could be used to further restrict the list. For instance, look-
applying the classical Franck-Condon principle (CFCP). in which the os- ing at Fig. 5 it seems likely from the regular progression of
ctllations simply reflect the probability distribution (which is sketched here
qualitatively) in the bound upper state. The dashed curve represents the the short wavelength edge of the band that the upper state
lower state potential energy. plus the kinetic energy in the upper state vibrational number must increase monotonically as we go
(which is conserved according to the CFCP) Transistions at two R values from bottom to top. However, the close similarit\ of the
are shown b) arrows. 753.49 and 760.94 nm spectra argues that in those two case!

we pumped the same upper vibrational state Additionall
we know that J levels near the most probable value [ (J,

point cannot be observed in our case, because the difference = (kT/2B) ' ' - 1/2 -48) I"' are favored. Finally we
potential becomes quite small at short R and the emission is used experimental 2 '1 ' vibrational constants from Loomis
past the long wavelength edge of our detector response. and Arvin,"" and calculated rotational constants from Ste-
Since the difference potential is monotonic, there is no inter- vens et al. to predict perturbed level positions. Putting al!
ference between contributions at one wavelength from two of this information together allowed us to make an educated
separate R values, nor do we expect to observe satellite fea- guess of the pumped upper level. We are confident that the
tures which commonly result from extrema in difference po- vibrational numbering is correct at least to within - I. The
tentials. (Tellinghuisen and co-woreers make a useful dis- uncertainty in our rotational numbering is much greater and
tinction between reflection structure, which occurs for a the values we present at this point are strictly for purposes ol
monotonic difference potential, and interference structure, illustration.
which results when more than one R value can contribute to In order to test this proposed explanation of the oscilla-
a single wavelength. ' 95't") Also from Fig. 5 we see that the tory fluorescence emission, we have carried out quantum
short wavelength edge ofthe emission moves to longer wave- mechanical simulations of the bound-free 1 31 I- 1 -
lengths as we increase the pump laser wavelength. This sim- emission. These calculations are based upon the Ste% ens c,
ph reflects the fact that photons of longer wavelength pump al." potentials and the Ratclifferal." transition dipole func-
lower levels of the upper state, which then radiate at longer tions. The calculations were carried out for the specific 1 "11
wavelengths. state levels that we estimated were pumped by the laser Re]

Note that even though Na2 and K2 molecules also exist ative intensities were determined at 200 wa,,elengths cover-
in the sodium-potassium mixture, the emission can unam- ing the range of the observed spectra. Because we are simu-
biguously be assigned to NaK since the analogous -1 I lating measurements of spontaneous emission power
transitions are forbidden by symmetry cc-siderations dispersed on a linear wavelength scale, a weighting factor of
(u.u) in the homonuclear molecules Since the ,;gnals are A -'was used. The calculated spectraare shown as solid lne,
linear in laser power, the upper state t,. e emission must lie in Fig. 7. The bound-free intensity drops abruptly to zero at
in the first excited manifold. Of al, " . ,ible transitions of short wavelengths due to the threshold for bound-free emis-
NaK, Na, and K, involving the... -,es. only the NaK sion. We surmise that bound-bound emission beyond the
1 'Ii - I X band lies in this was deng#l . ge. bound-free threshold is experimentally indistinguishable

from bound-free emission due to the resolution of the flu-B. Calculations orescence detection ( - 5 nm) and the very close spacing of
Because of the complexity ofthe excitation spectra (see the 1 '- vibrational levels ( - 23 cm- ) . Therefore, we

Sec Ill C), it was difficult to determine which rovibrational have calculated intensities of the bound-bound transitions.
levels ofthe I 3[ state were populated for a given laser wave- weighted them by the density of states and plotted then as
length. New measurements, which are currently underway., points in Fig. 7. All calculations were performed with the
will hopefully overcome this problem. For the present work, Iowa library of computer codes for diatomic spectroscopy'"
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1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 I I I
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V=21 J=58 .
" I

V=20 J=29 0

Vi19 J-61 J
V=18 J=46 . , , , ,

1.12 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.6C

V=17 J=59 - WAVELENGTH (.tpm)

JFIG. 8. Experimental and calculated spectra corresponding to excitation a:
773.11 nm We estimate that this laser wavelength populates the i = 1.

V=15 J=16 J = 48 level of the I1[I state. In the calculated spectrum the thin solid hn
represents bound-free emission, while the thick line at the left represent,
bound-bound contributions.

V=15 J=13 i
UPPER

VI4 J=65 LEVEL

V=18 J:30
V=12 J=48

.10 120 I 30 1.40 1.0 D 16C V=17 J=30

W~AVELENGTH ( Lm)j

FIG 7 Quantum mechanic4l calculation, of the NaK bound-free 'PlJ J=30
I '111 '1- emission, based on the theoretical potential% of'Ref S-andthe / NI\A rf\ __ i I
transitiondipole momentsof'Ref 88 Solid lines represent bound-free emi,- 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70
sion while dotted line, represent bound-bound emission. WAVELENGTH (t..im)

following methods outlined by Herman and Sando. t t Only V=17 Jz60 (b)

Q-branch transitions were included in these exploratory cal-
culations. The addition of P and R branches would cause a
slight broadening of the spectra and nonzero intensities at V,17 J-50
the "nodes". The density of states was determined as
(dE,.,/du) - with the derivative determined by a spline in-
terpolation of the vibrational energy vs vibrational quantum V-17 J-40
number. Intensities of transitions to the two highest bound
states (usually quasibound) were discarded because the in-
terpolation gave inaccurate derivatives near the end of its Vi17 J30
range. Note that this treatment of the oound-bound spec-
trum as an extension of the bound-free has previously been V-I7 J=20 1A
thoroughly tested (see, e.g., Ref. 103).

The trends in the emission threshold and frequency of
oscillations can be seen in Fig. 7 while a detailed comparison V= 17 J =10
to experiment in the case of773.11I nm excitation is shown in j A g. L _I I
Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the effects of separately varying the 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70

upper state vibrational and rotational quantum numbers in WAVELENGTH tjrn)
the calculated spectra.The good agreement between the calculated and ob- FIG. 9. Variation of the calculated spectrum due to (a) changes in the up-per state vibrational quantum number and (b) changes in the upper state
served spectra indicate that the proposed origin of the oscil- rotational quantum number. Solid lines represent bound-free emission and
latory fluorescence spectra is correct. More detailed com- points represent bound-bound contributions.
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I R (triplet)
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FIG 10. NaK excitation spectra for jaser siaVelengibs from (a) 775 to 747 nm and ib 747 to 720 nm. First trace. I 3fl-i '' emission vs laser %avelength

Second trace: 2'2.- -1I '!* emission vs a~cr wavelength Iflote Na: and K, singlet emission batnds also contribute to this spect rum). Third t race tnpk:
spect.rum divided b singlet spectrum (first trace disided b. secondl Bottom rice calculated spectrum (see the test)
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pansons of experiment and theory, which are now are also somewhat perturbed, as are various levels of the 1],
underway, should allow accurate mapping of the 1VI + state and '112 states. This results in perhaps 10% or 20% of al
potential. This will be discussed further in Sec. IV. 2 '1' levels having significant triplet admixtures. The cal-

culated triplet excitation spectrum also verifies that the en-

C. Excitation spectra hanced regions originate in the v = 0 levels of the ground

An attempt was made to map out the perturbations that state.

exist ~ ~ l btenteN inand 2 '1' states.- The experi - More accurate modeling of the excitation spectrum re-
exist between the NaK i Fig and 2escibestate c. 11. In quires accurate experimental constants for the 2 '1- state.mental setup is shown in Fig. 4 and described in Sec. II. In which would permit calculation of perturbation position,.

this experiment, the laser wavelength was scanned while the whic h s, phe cluion of r turbaton facto,

total 2 '1 - I band fluorescence and the total and strengths, the inclusion of Franck-Condon factors. etc
toa 2- '!- bd fAdditionally, single-mode laser excitation spectra would
i Io r d e band fluorescence were smultaneously re- also be useful. These experimental and theoretical studie-

crde singltw eitatn dectr s eare now underway in our laboratories and will be presentecThe singlet excitation spectrum was expected to be quite in a later publication 8 "

complicated since singlet fluorescence occurs whenever the

laser wavelength matches that of an allowed rovibrational
transition of the NaK 2 '1 - I 'I - absorption band. Ad- IV. CONCLUSIONS
ditionally, strong singlet bands of both Na, and K, absorb In summary, we have observed NaK 1 3[1 - I 'I-
and radiate in this wavelength region and thereby contribute bound-free emission from specific vibrational level, of th.
to the singlet excitation spectrum. upper state. We have also carried out quantum mechanical

We expected the triplet excitation spectrum to be much simulations of the emission spectra based upon recent a'
simpler since Na, and K: cannot radiate in the 1.1 to 1.6/pm initio NaK potentials. s7 These simulations verify that the
wavelength range (assuming absorption of only one laser emission is of the reflection type: i.e., that the oscillations rin
photon), and the NaK triplet fluorescence requires pumping the spectra simply reflect the oscillations in the bound le% L

of one of the mixed 2 '1 - -Il levels. Thus we hoped that probability distribution function.

the peaks in the excitation spectrum would map out the per- At present, we are repeating the fluorescence expen-
turbations in a simple and direct wax. ment using a single-mode laser which hopefully will produce

The singlet and triplet excitation spectra are displayed cleaner spectra. We are also redoing the calculations. bu:
in Fig. 10. As can be seen. both the singlet and triplet spectra using the accurate I 'If and I 'I- potentials which are nov.
are quite complicated. That the many spikes are not noise is available from Fourier transform spectroscopy. " ' Paran-
verified in the right-most part of Fig. 10(b), where the laser eters for the lower I '-- state will be varied to maximle
wavelength was fixed at - 744.5 nm. We also see reproduc- agreement between experimental and calculated spectra.
ible regions of the triplet spectrum where the signal appears This procedure should yield accurate information on the re-
enhanced. These regions are more visible in the third trace of pulsive wall of the 1 31- potentials. Finally. we are in th
Fig. 10. where s e have divided the triplet emission by the process of using a single mode laser to obtain the triplet exci-
singlet emission. The enhanced triplet regions (marked by tation spectra . It is hoped that the resulting simplification
arrows in the third trace of Fig. 10) are roughly equally will allow an accurate mapping ofthe I 31-2 ' - perturba-
spaced. and we believe they represent pumping from the tions.
v = 0 level of the ground state (which is most heavily popu- It is possible that this 1 '1 - 1 ': - band of NaK and
lated) into various levels of the upper '11 state. Thus the analogous bands of other heteronuclear alkali molecule,
spacing between the enhanced regions simply reflects the may be used to develop widely tunable ck or pulsed ncal-
vibrational spacing of the I '[I state. infrared lasers. In this context, the large number of I 'Il-

As mentioned in Sec. Ill B, we used experimental vibra- 2 '!' perturbations is a distinct advantage. We are activel.
tional constants from Ref. 109 and calculated rotational con- pursuing such possibilities for laser development in our labh,-
stants from Ref. 87 to obtain energies for the rovibrational ratories.
levels of the 2 '- state. These were combined with the Note added in proof.- After submission of the nianu-
known I I - and I 3H level energies " '' to obtain a "theo- script, accurate experimental constants for the NaK 2 '1 -
retical" lit of levels which are most strongly perturbed. La- state became availabe from Fourier transform spectroscop.
ser wavelengths required to excite these levels were calculat- (A. J. Ross, R. M. Clements, and R. F. Barrow. J. Mol
ed, and a theoretical triplet spectrum was created (bottom Spectrosc. 127, 546 (!188) l. In addition Le Roy, Keogh.
trace of Fig. 10). The weighting of the lines is simply the and Child have recently developed a procedure for inverting
Boltzmann population factor (2 J -,- I )exp( - E ,/k 7) for bound-free spectra to yield potentials. They have used this
the lower state. procedure to map the NaK I 'Y.' state from Breford and

Clearly we cannot expect a qjantitative match between Engelke's - ' data on bound-free 2 3nl - I Y. emission I R.
the observed spectrum and this simple calculation. Ho%- J. Le Roy, W. J. Keogh, and M. S. Child, J. Chem. Phys.
ever, we do see that perturbed level, Qre quite c(,mmon, (submitted) 1.
which explains the complexity of the tri,.let excitation spec-
trum. Strong perturbations are found almost every 15 rota-
tional levels ofeach vibrational level of the '1 11 state. Nearby We would like to thank Kurt Gibble for his great assis-
levels (not included in the calculated spectrum of Fig. 10) tance in the early stages of this project. and Joe Zelinski for
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Bound-Free 131--13r + emission from the NaK molecule:

determination of the 13 r' repulsive wall above the dissociation limit.
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ABSTRACT

We report the observation of bound-free emission on the 13111-4 band of the NaK

molecule. The spectra, which consist of oscillating continua in the near-infrared, have been

analyzed to determine parameters describing the repulsive wall of the 1 " state above the

dissociation limit. Spectra calculated using a potential of the form Ae-S.+C for the ft' state

were compared to experimental spectra to yield the following values: A = 6xl0 cm- ' , B =

1.605 A-, C = -223.990 crn- 1 . The relative transition dipole moment of the 13l-4i 3r band

has also been determined over a limited range in R through the study of relative intensities of

various maxima within each oscillating spectra. In the simulated spectra, the dipole moment

was represented by a functional form D(R) = Do (mR - 1) where Do 'is an undetermined

normalization factor. The best fit for the parameter m was determined to be 1.243 -1.
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I. Introduction

The lowest triplet state, 13V* , of the sodium-potassium molecule is mostly repulsive, but

with a shallow van der Waal's minimum at large internuclear separation. Bound-free

fluorescence terminating on this state has been observed since 1978,1-6 and these spectra have

been used in several attempts to determine parameters describing the 13r " repulsive wall above

the dissociation limit. 1, 3 , 4 , 7, 8 Interest in the repulsive 13f, state of the alkali diatomics was

peaked in 1980 by Konowalow and Julienne, 9 who suggested that continuum fluorescence on

the 13r 9 _-)13 1% bands of Li2 and Na2 might form the basis for continuously tunable near-

infrared lasers.

Experimental observation of alkali triplet bands has been hindered by the dipole selection

rule AS = 0 , and the fact that the ground state of the alkali diatomic molecules is a singlet.

This has made it difficult to selectively excite to a specific level of an upper triplet state. It is

possible to populate these triplet states by means of collisions, 5 however this results in a great

number of triplet levels being populated simultaneously and many interesting spectroscopic

details are washed out in the complex fluorescence spectra. In particular, the first observation

of the NaK 13fl--413r band was made in 1985. 5 However, in this case, collisional population

of the 1 l state produced a fluorescence spectrum consisting of a broad featureless continuum,

decreasing in intensity with increasing wavelength.
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A more selective method used to populate the triplet states of the alkali diatomics has

been to rely upon spin-orbit perturbations between nearly degenerate singlet and triplet levels

of the same j.1-4,6,10-15 In NaK, for example, the 13I1 and 21r' states both dissociate to the

sodium 3s plus potassium 4p atomic state limit. Because these two potentials overlap

significantly (see Fig. I), there are many possibilities for the occurrence of spin-orbit

perturbations which can be used to populate the triplet. This is the approach used to gain

access to the triplet manifold of states in the present work. Accurate spectroscopic constants

tor the NaK states, l 3 l , and the bound portions of the ls3 t , have previously been attained

by way of similar 2I1[-2][I state perturbations using the technique of perturbation-facilitated

Fourier-transform spectroscopy. 15. 16 These experimental 13I 1 and 13V potentials, as well as

those of the 11V and 21'E states (which have also been mapped out using Fourier-transform

spectroscopy in Refs. 16 and 17, respectively), play a significant role in the present analysis.

In a previous work, we reported observation of bound-free emission on the NaK

131--+1 3 V band where the 13I state was populated via 2'E* - 131" spin-orbit perturbations

following excitation by a multi-mode cw dye laser.6 Because of the large bandwidth (-30

GHz) of the multimode laser, it was impossible to avoid the simultaneous population of several

vJ levels in the upper triplet state. This, and the complexity of the excitation spectra, rendered

it impossible to make accurate assignments of the upper 13rI state levels responsible for the
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bound-free fluorescence. In addition, since several upper state levels were generally populated,

some washing out of the spectra also occurred. Although bound-free oscillations were still

visible, our inability to accurately label upper state levels made it impossible to use the spectra

to determine specific information concerning the 13" potential.

In the present work, we report the observation of near-infrared bound-free emission from

the 13n states (fQ=0,l,2) to the 13r, state of the sodium-potassium molecule following

single-mode ring-dye laser excitation to specific 131"l(vJ) levels. Details of the experiment

are presented in Sec. III. These observations of the bound-free 13--I+ 13Z' emission, and the

previously determined potentials for the lOrV, 2'E+, i3rI1 states, and the bound portion of the

13r, state, have enabled us to map the repulsive wall of the 13E, state above its dissociation

limit, as a function of internuclear separation, R (see Sec. IV c.). From the fluorescence

intensity versus wavelength, we have also been able to determine the relative transition dipole

moment of the 131l-*--13 band as a function of internuclear separation (Sec. IV d.).

H. Theory

NaK 13F--1 3E"V bound-free emission from one upper v, J level forms a broad oscillatory

continuum. Contained within each such fluorescence spectrum is much information about the

lower state potential and the transition dipole moment, D(R). If the spectra can be successfully

inverted, we can obtain accurate experimental constants for the 13E + state repulsive wall and
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the function D(R). Note that the accuracy with which bound state potentials can be mapped is

a result of the hundreds or thousands of discrete lines in bound-bound spectra which can be

used to fit the potentials. Repulsive states, on the other hand, are much more difficult to map

because they generally result in diffuse continua. However, using a tunable laser to generate

oscillating bound-free continua from many upper v, J levels, we can observe hundreds of

maxima and minima which can be used in a fitting procedure. Thus such spectra should be

capable of producing experimental constants for repulsive state potentials with an accuracy

approaching those obtainable for bound states.

In general, the intensity of bound-free emission at a wavelength . is given by the

following equation: 18

1(6) = 644cN C []6 '(R) D(R) 'TL(R)dR]. (1)

Here NU is the number of atoms in the upper state level, Ttu(R) and 'L(R) are the nuclear

radial wavefunctions in the upper bound energy level Eu and lower free energy state EL

hc

respectively, and EU-EL = Information about either the upper or lower state potential is

buried within the wavefunctions inside the integral. Note that, in many cases (including the

present one), D(R) is a slowly varying function, so that it may be brought outside the integral

in Eq. 1. Thus the important quantity in Eq. 1 is the square of the wavefunction overlap
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integral, T u(R)TL(R)dR . Before going on to discuss the quantum mechanical

calculations of these fluorescence spectra, it is useful to discuss two approximations to Eq. I

which have been used to analyze bound-free spectra in the past.

In the classical Franck-Condon approximation (CFCA),19 it is assumed that electronic

transitions take place so rapidly that the nuclei do not change their relative position or velocity.

This means that to each R value there is a corresponding wavelength which is given by the

difference in the potentials at that R; i.e. X(R) = hc [uV(R) - VLR) . Thus, for a given

wavelength, the integral in Eq. 1 collapses to a delta function in R (since Eu is fixed). Under

the CFCA, bound-free emission is particularly simple when the difference potential is

monotonic, since in that case there are no interference effects. 20 This is the case for the NaK

13rn-- 13 r band. The emission intensity at each wavelength is proportional to the probability

that the atomic pair is separated by the appropriate R (given by T*(R)Tu(R) where 'u(R) is

the upper state nuclcar wavefunction). Thus the CFCA spectra directly represent a reflection of

the square of the upper state wavefunction onto the Mulliken difference potential, 20 which is

defined as the sum of the lower state potential and the upper state kinetic energy (see Fig. 2a).

By simply using the reflection principle of the CFCA in comparison with the experimental

spectra, one could determine the NaK 13r state repulsive wall above the dissociation limit
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from the positions of the maxima and minima of the reflection structure. One could also

determine the relative transition dipole moment from the relative intensities of the maxima.

A second approximation to Eq. I (which we will refer to as the delta functio.,

approximation - see Fig. 2b) can be obtained by replacing TE(R) by a delta function at the

classical turning point: 7 TL(R)= 8(EL - VL(R)). Since the actual lower state wavefunction

oscillates more rapidly with increasing kinetic energy, the overlap with the upper state

wavefunction will tend to cancel for R values far from the repulsive wall. This delta function

approximation weights the lower state turning point exclusively. Clearly the delta function

approximation is quite different from the CFCA, since the former does not conserve kinetic

energy and therefore velocity during the transition.

Both the CFCA and the delta function approximation were tested for use in the inversion

of the NaK 13r-l13 Y data by comparison of their results with fully quantum mechanical

calculations of the spectra. [The quantum mechanical calculations were carried out using the

program Bound-Free. 2 1 These calculations are described more completely in Ref. 6]. Figure 3

shows such a comparison. Although both approximations reproduce the oscillatory structure,

including the correct number of maxima, neither is sufficiently accurate in determining the

positions of the maxima and minima for use in obtaining an improved 13V state experimental

potential.

-- m mllm 9
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The difficulties encountered by the two approximation techniques described above can be

traced to the fact that the overlap of the upper and lower state wavefunctions does not collapse

to a delta function in R. In Fig. 4, following Tellinghuisen,22 we show the accumulated

overlap integral as a function of R. From calculations of this type we found that the integrand

of the overlap integral can be represented by a "square window". Rather than only a single R

value contributing to the overlap integral as in the CFCA and the delta function approximation,

the overlap builds up over some finite range of R which is a significant fraction of the width of

the upper state well (typically on the order of 20%). Thus, with the fully quantum mechanical

calculations, the transition dipole moment is much more difficult to determine because one

cannot directly relate a specific R to each wavelength as in the CFCA or delta function

approximation. The transition dipole moment at any R will affect the intensity over a fairly

broad range of wavelengths which can include several maxima of each oscillatory spectrum.

In effect, one must deal with a moving average which is difficult to deconvolve. It is thus

impossible to determine fine details within the transition dipole moment using these techniques.

However, the finite width of this "window" does not cause any serious problems in the

determination of the 13V+ repulsive wall above the dissociation energy because one does not

need to directly relate wavelength to R in the fitting procedure. Problems of this nature and

our results are discussed further in Secs. IV b through d.
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m. Experiment

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 5. The sodium-potassium mixture was

contained in a stainless-steel, five arm, crossed heat-pipe oven.23 The oven was operated at

about 3600 C with approximately 2 Torr of argon as a buffer gas. The oven temperature was

such that it was near to, but short of, the conditions necessary for true heat-pipe operation.

A single-mode ring-dye-laser with built in wavemeter (Coherent Autoscan CR-699-29),

was used for the excitation of NaK. The ring laser, using LD700 dye, was pumped by - 7 W

from a Kr+ laser operating at 647.1 nm. This gave the dye laser a tuning range of

approximately 700 to 780 nm with between 200 and 300 mW power. The laser wavelength

was initially calibrated with the opto-galvanic effect using a Ba hollow-cathode lamp.

Fluorescence was viewed at right angles to the laser excitation axis. Two

monochromators were used to disperse the triplet ( 13FI--13Z"+ ) and singlet ( 21VL-I 1V )

fluorescence. The triplet fluorescence was resolved using a 1/3 meter monochromator with I

mm slits (giving a resolution of 7.2 nm), and was detected using a liquid-nitrogen cooled

intrinsic germanium detector, The wavelength dependent relative triplet detection system

efficiency was calibrated with a quartz-iodine lamp. 24 The correction of the triplet fluorescence

spectra for the detection efficiency is important in the determination of D(R) since that

determination depends entirely upon relative intensities. A long-pass filter was used in front of
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each monochromator to block second and higher order diffractions from the gratings. Singlet

band fluorescence was resolved using a 0.5 meter monochromator with 150 Pn slits (giving a

resolution of .25 nm), and was detected with a photomultiplier of S-I response. Both

monochromators were calibrated with lines from the Ba hollow-cathode lamp.

We were able to take both excitation and fluorescence spectra by the use of two

translating mirrors. The mirrors could be positioned to intercept the fluorescence and redirect

it to two free standing detectors. These were a Ge detector and a photomultiplier. The

monochromators in this case were replaced by interference filters. The filter placed before the

free-standing photomultiplier passed light from 0.65 pm to 1.0 pam . As a result this

detector acted as a monitor of the total singlet emission. The filter before the free-standing Ge

detector passed light from 1.0 gam to 1.6 pm and therefore monitored the total triplet

fluorescence. A beam-splitter placed before the heat-pipe sent part of the laser to an iodine

cell so we could continuously verify the accuracy of the wavemeter on extended laser scans.

The laser was chopped at 200 to 300 Hz and the fluorescence signals were recorded using two

lock-in amplifiers.

While using the free-standing detectors, we would scan the laser and observe the total

triplet and total singlet fluorescence. The Autoscan laser data acquisition system is limited to 3

input data channels. One channel was used to acquire the vernier etalon scan, which was used
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to insure that no mode-hops occurred, The other two were used to acquire the three sets of

data we were interested in observing: the total triplet fluorescence, total singlet fluorescence,

and fluorescence from the 12 cell. Thus we carried out two excitation scans in each region of

interest. First, we would record an excitation scan of the singlet fluorescence with the 12

signal. Then we would repeat the scan, recording the total triplet spectrum with the singlet

spectrum. Following this, we would fix the laser wavelength to a position where the relative

triplet to singlet intensity was high. Under these conditions, the laser was presumably tuned to

a strongly perturbed level. We would then translate the movable mirrors out of the way and

record spectrally resolved fluorescence. Again two lock-ins were used. The excitation scans

were directly recorded by the laser's computer, while the fluorescence spectra were recorded

both on chart recorder and on computer.

IV. Results

a. Spectra

Figure 6 shows an example of a composite excitation spectrum. Each spectrum contains

an etalon scan, a total triplet fluorescence scan, a total singlet fluorescence scan, and an 12 scan,

each as a function of laser frequency. The total triplet fluorescence trace follows the total

singlet, nearly peak for peak. This is due to collisional transfer from the pumped singlet level
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to nearby levels of the 13H state. For fixed laser wavelengths, the resolved singlet spectra

consist of series of P-R doublets extending from near the laser frequency to about 1.0 gm,

(part of which is shown for one case in Fig. 7). The triplet spectra (see Fig. 8) consist of

oscillatory continua, which are characteristic of bound-free reflection structure.

The singlet spectra can be assigned to the NaK molecule after measuring the energy

separations between adjacent P-R doublets. The energy separation between the lines depends

entirely upon the energy levels of the NaK ground state. The ground states of NaK, K2 and

Na2 (which are all present in the vapor) are sufficiently different to allow distinction. (In fact,

almost all observed fluorescence signals could be assigned to NaK. This is because potassium

tends to be pushed out of the central region of the oven where the fluorescence is produced, so

that the K2 concentration is low in that region. In addition, Na2 does not absorb strongly at

these excitation wavelengths.) The triplet bound-free emission can be unambiguously assigned

to NaK since the analogous 131---1 3E transitions in Na2 and K2 are forbidden by symmetry

considerations. (The analogous states in the homonuclear molecules are designated as 13nu

and 13ru, and u-u transitions are strictly forbidden.) Since all signals are linear in laser

power, the upper state must lie in the first excited manifold of states.
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b. Analysis of spectra

The excitation spectra are very complex since there are so many thermally populated

levels of the ground state. In general, these spectra were used simply to locate levels with a

large triplet amplitude.

In order to assign v and J for the pumped 131" level, which was needed to model the

bound-free emission, we analyzed the associated singlet band emission. Since levels which

produce enhanced triplet fluorescence are probably spin-orbit perturbed, these 13rl levels have

an admixture of 21Z* probability amplitude which allows population from the ground state.

This 2IE* amplitude also results in downward transitions to the Il' state

[21V+(v',J')-.. lr(v",J'±l) ] obeying the selection rule, AJ = ± I . The singlet spectra consist

of a series of P-R doublets (see Fig. 7) which can be analyzed to yield the assignments of v"

and '. In particular the P and R line spliuing within a doublet roughly identifies ', while the

splitting between doublets yields the various values of v". In practice, both quantities depend

upon both v" and ', so assignments were made by comparison of a list of l '+(v",J'-l),

Ilt(v",J'+I) energy differences with the observed P-R splittings. and by comparison of a list

of 1I't(v",J"), l'E'(v"+l,J") energy differences with observed splittings between doublets.

The energy differences were generated from the constants of Ref. 16.

Once the assignments of ' and the various v" were made, it was easy to determine the
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level of the ground state which was pumped by the laser. A search program identified all

possible le.'els of the 21' state which could be pumped from the initial It' ro-vibrational

level given the laser wavelength, the unperturbed 21V + level energies (from Ref. 17), and an

energy error or tolerance. The energy error, typically chosen to be 5 cm-1 , was needed to

cover possible perturbation-induced deviations from the unperturbed energy positions.

Since the 2 I'Z-1 3f1 perturbations only involve states of the same J, it is straightforward

to assign the 02, v, and J values to the mixed state's 131la probability amplitude. This was

done using a second search program which found the closest unperturbed 13Fln level with the

same ' value as the pumped 2'Z' level. We identified triplet emission from all fine-structure

levels of the 13 F state. However, most of the spectra analyzed involved 13Ho-21 V

perturbations which give rise to the strongest triplet fluorescence. This is because the spin-

orbit operator only couples the 21V levels to those of the 13"Io. The 21r + levels are also

coupled to 13 fl and 131-2 levels, but only through more complex secondary perturbations.

Table I shows the v, J levels of the 1 '1+, 2'" , and 13rla states which were coupled by the

laser for specific pump wavelengths.

As an additional check, we verified that the observed shift of a mixed level from its

unperturbed position was consistent with the assigned perturbation; i.e. that the higher of the

two levels was shifted up in energy or the lower of the two levels shifted down. We found
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that most of the chosen pumped levels were perturbed triplets (triplet amplitude greater than

singlet amplitude) since these levels generally give rise to the largest triplet fluorescence.

The largest error in the above procedure results from inaccuracy in the 1IIo state

constants which were used in predicting the unperturbed energies for that state. These

constants were derived from the highly accurate 13r], state constants of Ref. 15, together with

the measured fine-structure constant from the same reference:

E 13rilv~) E13o(Vj) 15.557 cm- 1 - 0.0112 (v+-) cm' This is not very

satisfactory for our purposes, and we estimate that neglect of higher order terms leads to an

error of as much as I cm-1 in the unperturbed 13170 energies. (Tis estimate was made by

comparing calculated energies for the 13Il2 levels using the 13Il1 level energies and the fine-

structure constant of Ref. 15, with more accurate values which include higher order terms.25 )

This uncertainty has a negligible effect on our determination of the 13Et repulsive wall (see

next section), but makes it difficult to study the perturbations themselves.

In principle, it should be possible to determine the electronic contribution to the spin-orbit

interaction matrix element, 4e:14

<TPirjolHsol 21,>= cl<Ti31-i, I T21r>,  (2)

where 81K!. and P2'r are radial wavefunctions. By ignoring interactions between 13 -12.1 and

13flo levels, we can construct a simple interaction matrix involving only the 131n0 and 21r'
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states:
18

Ej Prel<Y 1 '] TV 2r>/,

<TP2'r I IP13no> En j(3)

where Ey and En are the unperturbed energies. Diagonalizing the matrix gives an expression

for the perturbed energies, E, and E_:18

E± =E--E, [ +4 21< r 13->12 T. (4)

Determination of Ej therefore requires knowledge of 3 of the 4 quantities, Ey, En , E, and E_.

In the present experiment, we accurately know one of the perturbed energies and EL.

Unfortunately, we were unable to locate the second perturbed level with the techniques

employed. This, combined with the above-mentioned uncertainties in En , made it impossible

to determine ,j accurately since a perturbation typically results in shift of only .5 cm- t 14

Work to further investigate these perturbations is currently in progress.

c. Determination of the 3r- potential above the dissociation energy

Having determined the particular ro-vibrational level of the 13Ina state which is populated

at a specific laser wavelength through perturbations with the 2'r state, we can proceed with

the determination cf the 13 Y' repulsive wall above the dissociation limit Our procedure was to

assume a repulsive potential of a certain form with free parameters, quantum-mechanically

simulate the oscillatory spectra using this potential, and vary the parameters of the potential to
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obtain the best agreement between observed and calculated spectra (i.e. positions of the

oscillatory maxima and minima). We chose to fit the repulsive wall by a function of the form

Ae-BR+C. This form for V(R) was used previously by LeRoy et al.8 to describe this same

13r repulsive potential in a fit of bound-free fluorescence from a higher triplet state ( 231- ).

In their work, the fitted potential was required to join smoothly with the experimentally

determined bound portion of the 13r, state; 16 i.e. both the function and its first derivative were

made continuous at the junction. This effectively reduces the fit to one parameter, since the

continuity of the potential, and the continuity of the derivative each eliminate one degree of

freedom. The final free parameter is then obtained by requiring the best match to the spectra.

We attempted to obtain "one-parameter" fits using the forms Ae-BR+C and AeBR+C.
R

However, we were unable to obtain a good match (within experimental error) to observed

spectra from both high and low v levels of the 13 f- state using the same values for the

parameters. In order to fit all of our data, we dropped the requirement of a continuous

derivative of the repulsive wall potential with the known 13 V bound well. This resulted in

what is effectively a two-parameter fit. We believe this is acceptable since our data does not

detail the region of the "wall" to well junction.

The simulations of the bound-free spectra were fully quantum mechanical and were

carried out for the specific levels of the 13flt state which were previously determhlcd to be the
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levels pumped in the experiment. The calculations were carried out using the program Bound-

Free.21,26 The program utilized the assumed form of the 13r" repulsive wall in conjunction

with the experimental 13na, and bound portion of the 13E. potential energy curves. These

latter two were calculated using a spline fit to the RKR rotationless potential obtained from the

experimentally determined term values in Refs. 15 and 16. For the l3 fln states, we determined

turning points for v = -- to 50, yielding a range in R of 2.5145 to 5.7223 A. For the 13E,
2

we determined turning points for v -- to v = 7, yielding a range in R of 4.6452 to 9.0780
2

A. We limited the inner turning point of the 13Et state to R = 4.6452 A because at R's near

the dissociation energy, the turning points become unreliable as generated by the RKR

procedure. P, Q, and R transitions were all included in the simulations, which causes a slight

broadening of the oscillatory maxima, but little change in intensity at the minima. However,

the instrument function of the monochromator does significantly increase the intensity at the

minima in the experimental spectra. In order to take this into account, we convoluted the

simulated spectra with a triangular instrument function of 7.2 nm full-width-half-maximum,

corresponding to the measured monochromator resolution. This procedure resulted in good

agreement of the intensities at the minima. Each simulated spectrum involved calculation of

the intensity at 200 wavelengths to cover the observed region. Because we are simulating

spontaneous emission dispersed on a linear wavelength scale, a weighting factor of 0.6 was
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used. All calculations wei imade using a theoretical determination of the transition dipole

moment, D(R), 27 since the experimental transition dipole moment function was yet to be

determined. The effect of using this theoretical D(R) was later seen to shift the calculated

peak positions by an amount which was less than our experimental error.

For each simulation, the parameters for A and B were estimated, while C was determined

by tying on to the 13 V experimental potential at R = 4.6452 . A and B were then varied

until the simulations were consistent with our data. This procedure converged fairly quickly

since the effects of the 13E" state repulsive wall parameters were very clear in the calculations.

If the oscillations in the calculated spectrum were too spread out at short wavelength, then the

trial 13E + state wall was not sufficiently steep. Conversely, if the oscillations in the calculated

spectrum were too close at short wavelength, then the trial potential was too steep. Our

reported best fit potential was, of course, required to simultaneously fit all experimental spectra

which were analyzed within experimental error.

We found that, in the present case, the emission from higher v levels of the 13 FIln states

was less sensitive to the shape of the 131:+ potential over the range of R studied, than emission

from lower v levels. This is because all information about the shape of the 13 " potential

repulsive wall is contained within the lower ( 13E ) state wavefunction IL(R), which is most

sensitive to the shape of the potential for R values near the turning point. [The oscillation
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wavelength of L(R) is determined by the kinetic energy at R, and the de BrogUe relation
2m

Xh . Relative changes in X due to changes in V(R) (and therefore -2 at R) are greatest
p 2m

when kinetic energy is smallest; i.e. near the turning point. Alternatively, looking at it from a

mathematical standpoint, the solution to the Schroedinger equation for the lower state

wavefunction IJL(R) is most sensitive to the boundary conditions for positions near the

boundary.] In the present case, for higher v' levels, the principal contribution to the intensity at

?, comes from larger R values and thus from regions farther from the 13X1 repulsive wall.

Therefore our derived potential is most sensitive to spectra obtained fom the lower v' levels.

In the more general case, the repulsive potential at R is most accurately determined by

emission from a bound vibrational state with either of its turning points (inner or outer) close

to R.

From detailed comparison of simulated and observed NaK 131-I-413E + spectra, we report

our best fit for the 13 Z repulsive wall potential of the form V(R)=Ae-BR+C: A =

6.0x10 5 cm - ' , B = 1.605A - , C = -223.990 cm- . We note that because we are only able to

observe the bound-free emission out to about 1.6 jim with the intrinsic germanium detector,

we can only accurately map the 13E+ potential to a point - 2000 cm- 1 above the dissociation

energy. [This limit is obtained by subtracting the energy of a 1.6 im photon from the energy

of the highest 13Fln level producing observed and analyzed emission.]
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In Fig. 9 we have compared our experimental 13r repulsive wall with those of LeRoy et

al 8 and the calculated potential of Stevens et al.28 We note that our data could not be

accurately fit by the LeRoy or Stevens' potentials. We believe the small discrepancy between

our potential and those of LeRoy et al. has nothing to do with the approach used in either case,

but simply reflects the lack of an accurate experimental characterization of the 231-I state and

the use of only one bound-free spectrum in their analysis.

d. Relative transition dipole moment function, D(R)

The transition dipole moment function, D(R) is reflected in the relative intensities of the

various maxima in the oscillating continua. However, determination of this function proved to

be more difficult than that of the 131, state potential. Initially, we tried to use the CFCA to

directly relate a particular emission wavelength to a particular R. Since the CFCA assumes that

the dipole moment varies slowly enough to be pulled out of the integral in Eq. 1, the intensity

is proportional to ID(R) 12. We could then obtain a relative dipole moment function, D(R)"

from the following formula:8

D(R) -' 7 (5)=

This procedure, based upon the CFCA proved unsuccessful. The problem occurs because the

CFCA assumes that the wavefunction overlap is localized at a particular R, when in fact it
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occurs over a relatively broad region of R. This means that a fairly wide region of R

contributes to each emission wavelength. In fact, the dipole moment at any R can contribute to

several intensity maxima in a given spectrum. A trial and error approach is also unsatisfactory,

as it is not obvious how to adjust D(R) to correct for errors in the calculated spectrum.

Our eventual resolution of these difficulties came from looking at accumulated overlap

integrals similar to those shown in Fig. 4. These tell us the range of R values which contribute

to a given wavelength. We model this range as a square "window" which was determined for

each peak in the spectra. The average R of each of these windows then relates the internuclear

separation to a corresponding X. similar to the CFCA. However, these R( .)'s are not the same

as those given by the CFCA. As in the CFCA, we have assumed that D(R) is sufficiently

slowly varying to allow it to be removed from within the integral of Eq. 1. Since these

integration "windows" are broad, they will wash out any small details in D(R). Thus we were

unable to determine such details using a formula equivalent to Eq. 5. We began our fitting

procedure with the highest v' spectrum, since the higher the pumped v' level, the farther to the

blue the bound-free emission extends, and the larger R for which D(R) can be determined.

We assumed a dipole moment function of the form D(R) = Do[mR-l] and obtained a value for

the parameter m. A second spectrum, corresponding to the next highest v', was then included

in the fit. The dipole moment calculated from the second spectrum was normalized at an R
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corresponding to its short wavelength maximum to the dipole moment obtained from the first

spectrum at that R. We combined all the spectra in this fashion. This enabled us to determine

parameters for D(R) which provide a best fit to the data. The determined best parameter for

D(R) in relative units is m = 1.243 X-1. We had simultaneously proceeded with a trial and

error fit of a linear D(R) function. The systematic procedure described above agrees quite well

with our best trial and error fit, increasing our confidence in it. This transition dipole moment

is plotted in Fig. 10 where it is compared to the theoretical result of Ratcliff et al. 27 Since our

function is just relative, we have normalized our D(R) to that of Ratcliff at R = 4.25 A (i.e.

D, = 2.116x10- 20 CA). Because of the limited wavelength range of our spectra, the transition

dipole moment we determined is limited to a region between 3.70 and 4.80

Figure 11 shows a comparison of several experimental spectra with the relevant simulated

spectra calculated using the 13 V repulsive wall determined as outlined in the previous section

and the transition dipole moment determined as discussed in this section.

e. Comparison of "exact" experimental 13r, potential to results of reflection

approximations

There has been much interest in reflection approximations and efforts have been made to

find a new reflection method which will correctly give the positions of the maxima and minima

of bound-free spectra. In their very recent paper, Eryomin and Kuz'menko 29 have developed
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several new methods for determining bound-free spectra by reflection of the upper bound state

nuclear probability function (Cit'(R)Pu(R)). Of the three methods proposed, one permits the

straight-forward inversion of bound-free spectra to determine the lower unbound state potential,

if the upper state potential and energy level are known. The method lies between the two

semi-classical approximations previously described; the CFCA and the delta-function

approximation.

Rather than conserving all the initial state kinetic energy as in the CFCA, or losing all

kinetic energy as in the delta-function approximation, the Eryomin and Kuz'menko method

retains one third of the kinetic energy:

he =L(R) + - (6)

with Eu = the upper state energy, Vu = the upper state potential, and VL = the lower state

potential. As in the other two approximations, the emission intensity is proportional to the

probability that the atomic pair is separated by the appropriate R. This approximation is

justified by the same reasoning as used in the delta-function approximation. However,

Eryomin and Kuz'menko note that the first large maxima of the lower state wavefunction does

not occur at the turning point (as assumed in the delta-function approximation), but is offset

from that point by a smaUl amount in R. The effect of this offset is approximated by the

preservation of one third of the kinetic energy. It can be seen that this approximation is
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intermediate between the CFCA and the delta-function approximations. Figure 12 compares

the potentials determined using the CFCA, the delta-function approximation, and the Eryomin

and Kuz'menko approximation with the potential determined here by fully quantum mechanical

methods. Figure 3 shows a comparison of spectra calculated using the delta function

approximation, the CFCA, the Eryomin and Kuz'menko approximation, and a fully quantum

mechanical calculation, for fixed potential curves. We believe these results demonstrate that

the Eryomin and Kuz'menko approximation offers an improvement over the delta function

approxmation and the CFCA. We note that the spectra observed in the present work are

sensitive to a region of the lower state potential where the slope is not very steep. Under these

conditions, all the above reflection methods are less accurate than if the potential were steeper.

In particular, it can be seen in Fig. 12 that the potential obtained from the Eryomin and

Kuz'menko method agrees well with the quantum-mechanical result at small R where the

potential becomes steeper.

IV Conclusion

In summary, we have observed NaK 131-fl--13r bound-free emission from specific ro-

vibrational levels of the 131"1n states. We have carried out quantum mechanical simulations of

the emission spectra based upon experimentally determined potentials for the

i'1, 2' " , 131-t, and 13r, states, and the 13nI fine structure constant. Using these
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simulations, we were able to fit the repulsive wall of the 13 V state above the dissociation limit

by a potential of the form Ae-BR+C. We were also able to crudely determine the 13r-13r*

relative transition dipole moment function by comparing measured relative intensities of the

oscillatory bound-free emission maxima to those of simulations. In the latter, a linear

dependence D(R) = Do (mR - 1) was assumed.

At present, we are involved in extending our detection system's sensitivity further to the

red in order to extend our experimental 13E + potential to shorter R. We also hope to determine

the lifetimes of perturbed states, which will allow us to place our experimental dipole moment

function on an absolute basis. Finally, we are in the process of determining the perturbation

strength, ,j by finding both leveis of each mutually perturbing pair.
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Captions

Fig. 1. Lowest six NaK molecular potential curves. Note that throughout the text the notation

21l refers to the second lowest 'Z' state, etc.

Fig. 2. a) Origin of bound-free oscillatory spectra according to the CFCA, in which both posi-

tion and kinetic energy are conserved. For each internuclear separation R there is a

corresponding unique wavelength, and the intensity at that wavelength is proportional to the

probability distribution in the bound upper state. The dashed curve represents the lower state

potential plus the upper state kinetic energy (Mulliken difference potential). Transitions at two

R values are represented by arrows. b) Oscillatory spectra according to the delta function

approximation. Again the oscillations reflect the probability distribution of the upper state, but

here the kinetic energy is not conserved. Instead the lower state wave function is represented

by a delta function at the clasical turning point.

Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical NaK l3rI(V'-18,J'-37)--l 3Z " emission calculated using

four different methods: a) delta function approximation, b) CFCA, c) Eryomin and Kuz'menko

approximation, and d) fully quantum-mechanical claculation. For all the calculations the exper-

imental 13I"i, and bound portions of the 13r potential energy curves from Refs. 15 and 16

were used, in conjunction with the 13 r repulsive wall determined in the present work. All
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four calculations predict the correct total number of oscillations which extend to very lc. g

wavelengths (- 4.3 lim ). Here, the calculations were cut off at 1.6 pm corresponding to the

cutoff of the detector sensitivity in the experiment.

Fig. 4. Wavefunctions, integrand, and accumulated overlap integral for the first a) and third b)

maximum (from the left) of the spectrum shown in Fig. 10 d). The 13 170 level is

V = 10, ' = 38. Note that the width of the region where the integral accumulates increases as

it moves to smaller R values.

Fig. 5. Experimental setup. IF and PMT represent interference filter and photomultiplier,

respectively.

Fig. 6. Excitation spectra. a) laser etalon signal indicating the continuity of the scan. b) total

triplet band emission. c) total singlet emission. d) 12 fluorescence. The arrow in b) indicates

a position of enhanced triplet emission and therefore a perturbed energy level.

Fig. 7. P-R doublets of the downward 2 (v'=20, J'=37)-- l +(v", J"=36, 38) transitions.

The upper state was pumped from the v"=O, J"=36 level of the I l'E state. Typically these P-

R doublets extend to approximately 1.0 pm.
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Fig. 8. Bound-free emission from the 13r- 1(v'=18, J'=37) level.

Fig. 9. A comparison of the 13r " repulsive wall cakuldt.d 21 the pres,..nt work (solid line, R <

4.5A), with those calculated by LeRoy et al. in Ref. 8 (the two short, dashed lines), and the

calculated potential of Stevens et al. from Ref. 28 (long dashed curve). The solid curve for R

> 4.5X is the experimental bound portion of the 13r' state from Ref. 16.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the relative dipole moment calculated in the present work (line

betwcen two *) with the theoretical dipole of Ratcliff et. al. 27 (full line). The experimental

D(R) was normalized to the Ratcliff et. al. result at R = 4.25 . The flat line to the right

represents the asymptotic theoretical dipole moment.

Fig. 11. Comparison of quantum-mechanical calculated spectra with experimental spectra.

Each spectrum is generated from a single to-vibrational level of the 13I1n states: a) f2=O,

v'-21, J'=31. b) 0=1, v'=18, J'=37. c) 0#O, v'=15, J'=16. d) 2=0, v'=10, J'=38. In part a)

the first peak in the calculated spectrum is cut off, since that part of the spectrum represents

bound-bound l3no-4-13l emission which is not handled by the program Bound-Free.

Fig. 12. 13 + state potentials calculated from the various reflection techniques using the

observed spectra and compared to the quantum-mechanical result of the present work. Sym-
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bols are as follows: (*) represents the delta function approximation, (13) the CFCA, ()the

Eryomin and Kuz'menko approximation" 9, and (,&) represents the present work.
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Laser Energy I r 2'r 13 i

( cm - 1 I (v, J) (v, J) (f"l, v, J)

13949.86 4, 45 32, 46 1, 26, 46

13788.32 1, 30 24, 31 0, 21, 31

13698.69 0, 28 21, 29 0, 19, 29

13606.73 0, 36 20, 37 1, 18, 37

13572.02 0, 47 20, 46 0, 18, 46

13569.45 0, 63 21, 62 1, 18, 62

13488.05 0, 23 18, 24 0, 17, 24

13269.68 0, 15 15, 16 0, 15, 16

12939.08 0, 37 11, 38 0, 12, 38

12713.26 0, 37 10, 38 0, 10, 38

Table 1

NaK levels coupled by the laser for specific pump frequencies which produced spectra

analyzed in the present work. In each case, the initial state is l'X(v,J) with v and J given in

the table. The final state is an admixture of 2'+(vJ) and 131lHn(v,J) levels with Q, v, and J

given in the table for both components (.=O for the 211: + state).
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WAVE-MIXING PROCESSES IN SODIUM-POTASSIUM VAPOR

-oaf. .80

' ' ]B. K. Clark, Mf. Masters and J. Huennekens, Lehigh University, ]
Z Bethlehem PA 18015

' AABSTRACT

We report observations of 4-wave and 6-wave sizing processes

odn epriet based upon two-photon pumping of thi potassium 4S -# 6S and 4S -# 4D
transitions in a sodium-potassium mixture. Additionally we observe
Coherent emissions at the potassium 3D)-4 4P transition frequencies
for pump wavelengths between 725 and 760 to. The excitation

teitrcinspectra for these emissions show several broad peaks, each of I
the iterationroughly 10 nm width. A series of sharp dips is Superimposed on the

f absorption (or most intense peak due to depletion of the 3D population by
.ncy detuning and laser-induced absorption to Rydberg F levels. Although the 3D -+ 4P
ing field. The emissions can be observeC in both the forward and backward'
stigation, directions, they are -50 times More intense in the forward !

direction. We believe the forward emission is primarily due to
iuencies r. 16is -wave mixing while the backward emission can most likely be
that A'>>Y, and attributed to amplified spontaneous emission following two-photon

compargabl toE molecular photodissociation. However, at Present, the exact.
eesgascgmechanisms responsible for these 3D -, 4P emissions are not fully,,.understood.

s resembling the THE EXPIMENT

d in time delaydifferent from a he experiment was carried *1

upndwophtohpapngofthlatasimging6 ad 5 "4

tras in ag s pa40 out in a crossed heat-pipe oven
he third terms containing a 2:1 mixture of.sihe part to be e t st potassium and sodiumand u

sear the value pectra 0rts o erard a s each of
)ing field at an ruh 1 w A operis on

aargon buffer gas pressure of ~2

Yoarr. The alkali Vapor Wasand emission, the excited with a hd:YAG pumped
which has been of emsin4a dye laser operating in the 690

tgime is underwayd to b60 tn range with LDS 722
u- in i h cdye. eTie laser typically

- delivered -10 mJ in a 10 ns
tpulse, and the beam was in all
steases unfocussed. Forward,

dbackward and side fluorescence
-pe Agg 623 ... was imaed a to a monochromator

equipped with either a of

A i.I-Ptsiu nrylvl photomultiplier or an intrinsics pt be Ptaspotassgylevls geranium detetor.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
eith the dye laser wavelength tuned to the 4S-4 6S two-photon

transition at 728.4 nm we observed o and NaK molecular
fluorescence in the side direction along with various sodium andle 1988 American institvue Jpinks1

lil I I ll 'was Imge ont a momochromator
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creased by ab

potassium atomic lines. In the forward direction we observed r the same r

coherent emission at the potassium 5P + 4S, 3D 4 4P and 5S -* 4P gilar but not

transition wavelengths (see Fig. 1) and at 1280 and 1370 nm which ission. Lase
do not correspond to any atomic transitions. In the backward 1.3 for tht

direction, only the 3D 4 4P and 5S 4 4P emissions were observed. spectively.
The 5P 4 4S forward emission was also observed when pumping the 4S backward er
-+ 4D two-photon transition. The various coherent emissions can be An investl
understood as resulting from the following processes: peak of the

tnF transitio

4-wave mixing ravelengths th

• ,lransitins to

laser~17 2w -~lO emissicw5P-+4S = 2wlaser - W6S-*5P(4D-+5P) ' laser - 4S-+6S(4S-*4D) which probe thf
6-wave mixing the expected 2

_ 2 ( w+ lt is wet

w1280(1370) 
=  laser (w6S-5P + '5P3D(5P-5S) 

+ wlaser Iore pronounce
-mreateronounce

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
greater sensit

for ASE compar- 2w wave mixing.

w31*4P(5S-+4P) = laser - (w6S 5P + W5P-3D(5P15S) + '4P-4S) explained as A

photodissociat
The ASE emissions are characterized by approximately equal due primarily
intensities in the forward and backward directions, while the photon at 117C
wave-mixing processes result only in forward emission due to 4S resonance v
phase-matching requirements. These various processes have either unobservable),

1-2 response.
been observed previously in potassium vapor, or can be We must
understood by analogy to similar observations made in other speculative a,

alkalis.3-5  conclusions c
We also observe strong forward and backward emission at 1170

and 1180 na (potassium 3D -+ 4P) when pumping the vapor over a broad

range between 725 and 760 fm. The excitation spectrum for the 1170
nm line is shown in Fig. 2. 1 We thank

The forward to backward ratio ' several helpf

is approximately 55 for a pump This work was

wavelength of 752 rim and an DAAL03-86-K-0
argon pressure of 1.8 Torr. As
can be seen, the excitation
spectrum consists of 3 broad
peaks: a very strong one 1. P. Agostir

centered at 752 nm, a somewhat
weaker one at 741 nm, and a 293 (1972
very weak one at 730 nm. The 12. P.-L. Zha
most intense peak has a series 1 9 (1984
of sharp dips superimposed. 3. W. Hartig

, . t 44 ,, ,.. Measurements of the 1170 4. Z. G. Wan,
nm forward and backward inten-

La., Wa.o..th Cm) sity as a function of argon 41 (1987)

pressure and laser power were 5. S. M. Ham
carried out. As the pressure Pindzola,

Fig. 2 - 3D 4 4P excitation Increased from 2 to 25 Torr,
spectrum the forward signal strength

4
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decreased by about a factor of 2 for a pump wavelength of 752 Tim.
Over the same range the 742 nm peak almost completely disappeared.

4P Similar but not identical observations were made for the backward
hich emission. Laser intensity dependences showed log-log slopes of -.7

and 1.3 for the backward and forward 1170 =m emission,
ed. respectively. These observations support the idea that the forward
he 4S and backward emission are caused by different mechanisms.
an be An investigation of the positions of the sharp dips in the 752

nm peak of the excitation spectrum show that they coincide with 3D
4 nF transitions with n ranging from 21 to 28. Thus at these pump
wavelengths the laser depopulates the 3D state by inducing
transitions to high-lying Rydberg states, and thereby reduces the

IS-4D) 1170 rim emission. Similar excitation spectra for the 1180 nm line,
which probe ibe 3D5/2 fine-structure level, show dips shifted by

the expected 2 cm
-1 .

It is worth noting that the 3D 4 nF dips are significantly
more pronounced in the backward direction. This reflects the
greater sensitivity of the 3D - 4P population inversion required
for ASE ccripared to total 3D population responsible for forward
wave mixing. We now believe the 3D 4 4P backward emission can be
explained as ASE probably following a two-photon molecular
photodissociation process. The forward emission is most probably
due primarily to 6-wave mixing involving 2 laser photons and one

e photon at 1170 or 1180 nm. Also involved in the process are 4P
4S resonance photons (which are highly trapped and therefore

ither unobservable), and two IR photons which lie beyond our detector
response.

We must emphasize that these explanations are still somewhat
speculative at present, and additional data is needed before final
conclusions can be reached.
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Abstract. We report observations of several wave-mixing and stimulated processes in pure
potassium and mixed sodium-potassium vapors which are excited by a pulsed laser
operating in the range 680-800 nm. When the laser is tuned to the potassium two-photon
4S-6S transition, we observe stimulated emission on the various cascade transitions as
well as four- and six-wave mixing. When the laser is tuned over the range 747 to 753 nm.
which is well away from all atomic transitions, we observe strong forward and weak
backward emission at the potassium 3D3.2-,4P,1 2 transition wavelength (1.17tum).
However. this latter emission is only observed in the mixed sodium-potassium vapor. We
oresent data on the excitation spectrum, forward to backward asymmetry, temporal
d.pendence. and the laser power dependence of this emission. We speculate that two-
photon photodissociation of the NaK molecule is responsible for this emission.

PACS: 42.65.Cq

The last few years have seen a rapid growth in the -404 rim four-wave mixing signals, which are nearly
number of studies involving non-linear optical pro- resonant with the potassium 5P-+4S transitions, were
cesses in alkali vapors. Included in this are studies of to the best of our knowledge first observed by Lump-
purely atomic processes such as parametric four- and kin [1] and Barak et al. [2]. In those experiments an
six-wave mixing, amplified spontaneous emission, off-resonant, two-step excitation scheme was used, and
optically pumped stimulated emission, and stimulated the 5P levels populated by a stimulated Raman
Raman and hyper-Raman scattering [1-18]. Ad- process. Agostini et al. [3] observed similar four-wave
ditional coherent processes involving collisional mixing near 404rnm when pumping potassium vapor
energy transfer or photodissociation of alkali mole- with a dye laser tuned to the two-photon 4S-4D
cules have also been observed [19-25]. transitions. Analogous processes have since been ob-

In the present work, we present experimental served in sodium [4,5], rubidium [6], and cesium [7].
observations of various non-linear processes occurring Processes such as the optically pumped stimulated
in pure potassium or mixed sodium-potassium vapors emission (6S-+5P) and cascade amplified spontaneous
excited by a high-power, pulsed laser operating in the emissions (5P-+5S, 5P--3D, 5S-.4P, and 3D-.4P) are
range 680 to 800 nm. In particular, when the laser is created by population inversions which occur as the
tuned to either the potassium 4S-6S or 4S--4D two- atoms cascade down through their various energy
photon transition, we observe amplified spontaneous levels. Analogous processes have been observed in all
emission on the cascade atomic lines, as well as several of the alkalis under a wide variety of excitation
four- and six-wave mixing processes. Figure I presents conditions [4, 9-18]. Finally, when pumping the
partial energy level diagrams of potassium showing in potassium 4S--*6S transition we observe coherent
schematic form some of the processes observed. The forward emissions at 1.28 and 1.37 ;m. By comparison
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Fig 1. Partial energy level diagrams of potassium showing the processes observed when the laser is tuned to the potassium 4S -6S I, (I
photon transition. (al Four-wave mixing near the 5P -4S transition wavelength. (b. cI Amplified spontaneous emission on the cascade
transitions. id.e) Six-%ave mixing processes

with analogous processes in Na vapor [18]. we can over a broad wavelength range near 750 nm. Since this
identify these as six-wave mixing processes. Our data process cannot be observed in pure potassium vapor.
on these various processes are presented in Sect. 2. we suspect that either Na2 or NaK molecules are

While observations of these types of atomic stimu- involved. Since Na 2 absorbs only weakl in this
lated and wave-mixing processes are now becoming wavelength region. we believe we are observing two-
fairly commonplace. more complicated processes in- photon photodissociation of NaK. Using the know*n
volving the diatomic molecules in the vapor are less well depth of the NaK ground state, [27] we find that
well understood. In particular. several observations of we have just sufficient energy to reach the
atomic stimulated emissions have been made when Na(3S)+K(3D)dissociationlimitfromther= I levelof
alkali transitions coupling twoexcited states have been the ground state well. However, the 3D-.4P emission
pumped with high power lasers [19-23]. The lower appears primarily in the forward direction which ma\
state of the transition (typically the sodium 3P or the indicate that either a parametric wave mixing procezss
potassium 4P state) is in each case excited by either one is involved, or that the gain is asymmetric. The
photon dissociation of the diatomic molecule or by excitation spectrum for this 3D -4P emission show s a
collisional excitation transfer from the molecule. An- broad hump centered near 750nm which is similar to
other source of stimulated emissions on atomic tran- the broad hump centered on 640nm observed b%
sitions is due to two-photon photodissociation of Wang et al. [19] in the excitation spectrum for
molecules into one ground state and one excited state potassium 5P--5S and 5P-.3D emission. In the pre-
atom. Population inversions can then exist between sent case, the 750nm hump has a series of sharp dips
the excited level and lower unpopulated states. Such a superimposed on it. We found that these dips are the
'photodissociation laser" was observed in mercury result of depletion of the potassium 3D state popul-
vapor in 1977 by Komine and Byer [26]. Similar ation by laser-induced transitions to Rydberg F levels.
processes were observed more recently in sodium [5, Details concerning these observations are presented in
22] and potassium [19, 21]. The work of Wang and Sect. 2.
coworkers [19, 21] is of particular interest in connec-
tion with our present findings. Finally, there have been
recent reports of stimulated emissions on diffuse I. The Exprment
molecular bands following excitation of atomic tran- The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A vapor
sitions [24,25]. containing a mixture of sodium and potassium was

In this paper we also report observations of an contained in a 4-way cross, stainless-steJ. heat-pipe
interesting process where strong forward emission at oven. The initial mixture of potassium and sodium was
the potassium 3D-*4P transition wavelength is de- -2 to I althot., temperature cycling and subsequent
tected when sodium-potassium mixtures are pumped reloadings caus,, the ratio of potassium to sodium
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forward direction, the laser beam was always blocked
s t -POVEN aSas PULSED with an appropriate color-glass filter before the white

7 D E diffuser. Calibration of the forward to backward
LA- ER detection efficiency was obtained by first observing the

STOP. unblocked laser beam in the forward direction (with
> STOP PD the oven cold), and then retroreflecting the beam and

- observing in the backward direction. In this manner it
CHROMATOR / was found that the forward to backward detection

efficiency was - 1.
LT IDEMOTO- Several types of measurements were performed.

_----------- XAR For the first type of measurement, the monochromatorL -B OXCAR

AVERAGR N was set to pass either the potassium 3D3 2 -4P
emission at 1.17pm or the 3D5,2 -. 4P 3.2 emission at

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up. In the figure. PD. BS. and WDS 1.18 rim. The dye laser was then tuned through part of
represent photodiode. beam splitter and white diffusing surface, the dye profile and the resulting atomic emission
respectivel. The white diffuser can be translated out of the way monitored in the forward, backward, or side direc-
so that side fluorescence can be imaged onto the monoch- tions. These we call excitation scans. Measurements of
romator slits this type were carried out for a range of pressures and

temperatures.
In the second type of measurement, the dye laser

atoms in the vapor phase to vary with time. The oven was set to a particular wavelength and the monoch-
pressure (determined by the argon buffer gas pressure) romator scanned, usually from 800 to 1700 nm. These
was vaned over the range 1.3 to 9Torr, while the we call emission scans. Since an intrinsic germanium
temperature range studied extended from 385 to detector was used most of the time, sensitivity was poor
440 :C. To verify the molecular species involved in the below 800 nm although strong emission near 404 nm
non-resonant process, an oven containing pure pota - corresponding to 5P-4S could be weakly detected.
sium was occasionally substituted for the Na-K oven In some cases the germanium detector was re-
without adjusting an), of the associated optics. placed with a photomultiplier tube (S-I cathode) or an

The vapor was excited by a pulsed. frequency- indium-antiminide detector, so that observations
doubled Nd: YAG laser pumped dye laser. The dye could be made at shorter or longer wavelengths.
LDS 765 was used in the range 740 to 810 nm, while respectively. Using the three detectors, the entire
LDS 722 was used to cover the range 680 to 760 nm. spectral range between 0.4 and 4 pin could be moni-
Peak laser powers of - 1 MW at 750 nm were typical. tored. Additionally, since the photomultiplier has an
In most cases the laser beam entering the oven was -1 ns time response and a small, but adequate.
unfocused. sensitivity at 1.17pm, it could be used to study time-

Fluorescence emitted perpendicular to the pump dependences of the 3D--,4P emissions. The angular
laser axis was monitored through a cross-arm of the divergence of the potassium 3D-4P forward emission
heat-pipe oven. The light was resolved using a 0.22 was studied using an iris diaphragm.
meter monochromator in conjunction with a liquid Finally, the power dependences of the 3D-4P and
nitrogen cooled intrinsic germanium detector. Long- other emissions were determined using a series of
pass, color-glass filters were used to eliminate signals neutral density filters placed between the dye laser and
due to second order scattering from the diffraction the beat-pipe oven. The filters were calibrated in place
grating. Light emitted approximately parallel (which using the photodiode shown in Fig. 2.
we will call forward emission) or antiparallel (back-
ward) to the pump laser beam could be directed to the
same monochromator by a set of partially reflecting 2. Results and Discussion
and highly reflecting mirrors. In these cases the intense
emissions were scattered off a white diffusing surface in Figure 3 shows the near-infrared forward and back-
front of the monochromator. The white diffuser was ward emission scans when the laser wavelength in air
positioned on a translating mount so that forward, was set to 728.36 um, which corresponds to the potas-
backward and side scans could be taken without sium 4S-6S two-photon transition. Here it can be
changing the optical alignment. Note that since col- seen that the atomic 3D3,2---4P,1 2 (1.17 pm), 3D, 2
limating optics were not used in the forward and -4P 3, 2 (1.18pmn), 5S,, 2-- 4P,1 2  (1.24pm), and
backward directions, only coherent emissions could be 5S1,2 -+4P 31 2 (1.25 prm) emissions are all seen in both
observed in those directions. For observatio, in the the forward and backward directions. (In all cases the
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phase-matching conditions, these emissions are only in
the forward direction. A side emission scan verified
that although the various atomic lines and molecular

".3 ;emission could be clarly seen, the 1.28 and 1.37 pm
emissions were absent as expected.

1.17 1.18 A photomultiplier tube was used in place of the
germanium detector so the emission scans could be

Z! 1.24 made down to 400nm. Near 404nm, very strong
022 forward emission was observed. No emission near this®1.25 .2

wavelength could be detected in the backward direc-
tion. This emission, which has been studied extensively
in the past [1-3,28], represents a parametric four-wave
mixing process.

These various processes observed when pumping
the two-photon transition at 728.36nm can be sum-
marized by the following set of equations:

1; 1.24 1.25 4-wave mixing

"p..05 = 2ilaser - (6S- 5P(4D Sp), 
2 (Wiaser

.0= = ~04S... 6S(4S...4D)

6-wave mixing
01 1.17 1.18S(01.2(0.37) - 2(laser (f 6 S- 5P + 5 P -3D(SSP- 5I + (laserl

amplified spontaneous emission

)3D..4P(5S.4P) 
2
Coiaser

I IiIii Iit-(6S- SP + WOSP. 3D(5P- 5S) + W04P-4S)H

.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

Measurements of the angular divergences of these
Wavelength(urn) emissions for the laser tuned to 728.36 nm were not

Fig. 3. (a) Forward and (b) backward near-infrared emission carried out in the present experiment. However, Wang

scansobtained whenthelaserwastunedtothepotassium4S-6S et al. ["18] found that the analogous emissions in
two-photon transition in the mixed sodium-potassium vapor, sodium display roughly the same angular divergence
The 1.28 and 1.37 lin emissions in the forward direction corre- as the pump laser beam. We note also that apart from
spond to six-wave mixing processes while the 1.17,/1.18 and effects due to pressure and temperature differences in
1.24/1.25pm doublets correspond to potassium 3D-4P and the two ovens, results obtained with the pure potas-
5S-.4P transitions, respectively sium and the sodium-potassium mixtures were essenti-

ally identical when pumping at 728.36 im.
When we replaced the germanium detector with

forward to backward intensity ratios are in the range the indium-antimonide detector, several other coher-
between 1 and 2.) These lines clearly represent ampli- ent emissions could be observed. These include in-
fled spontaneous emission (ASE) resulting from popu- frared emissions at 3.65, 3.14, and 2.71 pm which
lation inversions thai exist as the atoms cascade down correspond to the 6S--.5P, 5P--.3D, and 5P-*5S
through their energy levels in allowed transitions. transitions, respectively. The 6S-.5P emission ap-

The two lines at 1.28 and 1.37 pm are only observed peared in both the forward and backward directions
in the forward direction. These emissions, which have with an intensity ratio of 3:8, while the 5P-.3D and
also been observed at Oak Ridge [28] are analogous to 5P--*5S emissions, which compete with the 5P--4S
emissions at 795 and 840 nm observed in sodium vapor emission at 404 im, were observed with a forward to
pumped at the two-photon 3S-.-5S and 3S-.4D tran- backward intensity ratio of -10: 1.
sitions, respectively [18]. From the explanation of [18] Raising the pressure in the heat-pipe oven we
and the diagrams in Fig. Id and e, it can be shown that observed a change in the 1.17 and 1.18prm emission
these lines represent six-wave mixing processes involv- when pumping at 728.36 aim. At low temperatures and
ing three photons at the laser wavelength and two pressures, these emissions appeared at 1.169 and
near-infrared photons produced in the vapor by 1.177 pm and were observed with approximately equal
stimulated hyper-Raman scattering and ASE. Due to intensities in the forward and backward directions. At
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higher temperatures and pressures a third emission at
1.172pm, which was only observed in the forward
direction, began to build in. As the temperature and
pressure were raised still further, the 1.172 pm emission 1.4 Tort
was the only one of the three that could be observed.
This observation represents a competition between
amplified spontaneous emission and a parametric six-
wave mixing process. This competition is strongly -
influenced by phase-matching conditions involving the
anomalous dispersion near the transition frequency. x4 2.2 Torr

This in turn is influenced by the temperature, pressure
and composition of the vapor. For example, under our
conditions the 1.169 and 1.177 pm lines were difficult to 4
produce clearly in the pure potassium heat-pipe but z4

easily observable in the mixed vapor oven.
In the course of investigating the various coherent

emissions described above, we also recorded several x4 9 Torr
laser excitation spectra. We found that when the laser
was tuned away from the two-photon 4S--*6S and
4S--4D transitions we could still observe strong
forward and weak backward emission on the potas-
sium 3D 3 ,2 --.4P, 2 transition at 1.17pm, and under 745 750 755 760
certain conditions we could also see weak emission at
1.18 pm corresponding to the 3D5. 2-'4P3 ,2 transition.
These emissions could only be observed in the heat- Fig. 4. 1.17 gim (potassium 3D 3 .-. 4Pl 21 excitation spectra
pipe oven containing the sodium-potassium mixture. obtained at several pressures in the mixed sodium-potassium
No forward emission could be observed in the pure vapor. The extraneous spikes at -747. 755. and 7 56nm in the
potassium oven when the laser was tuned away from 4Torr scan, and at -758nm in the TTorr scan are notreproducible and are due to cosmic rays to which the germanium
the atomic transitions despite extensive searches over detector is sensitive
our range of pressures. temperatures and laser
wavelengths.

Figure 4 shows several excitation spectra for the Figure 5 shows emission scans in the forward and
3D3 2 -4P, 2 forward emission taken in the Na-K side directions for laser excitation at 751.6 nm. It can be
oven at various pressures. In this case the dye LDS 765 seen that the forward 1.171im emission is stimulated
was used. Excitation spectra obtained with the dye since spontaneous emission (as observed in the side
LDS 722 over the same wavelength range were quite direction) produces more light at 1.18 than at 1.17 pm.
different and will be discussed below. It can be seen The spontaneous emission spectrum also shows K,
from Fig. 4 that the 1.17 ptm emission can be produced and NaK molecular emission near I pm and potassium
over a broad range of pump wavelengths between 747 5S-.4P emission at 1.24 and 1.25 pm.
and 753 am. Although each excitation spectrum ap- Time dependence measurements shown in Fig. 6
pears to be a set of spikes, it really consists of a broad reveal that the forward 1.17pm light is produced
hump with a series of sharp dips superimposed. The dips during the laser pulse duration of - 8 as, while the side
can be easily identified as occurring at wavelengths direction spontaneous emission is recorded over a
corresponding to 3D3, 2--.nFs,2 transitions. Here n period greater than lOOns, which is characteristic of
is the range 26 through 29. Under conditions where the 3D state lifetime (-40ns) lengthened by radiation
forward emission at 1.18 .im can be observed, the trapping. Using the three available detectors, we
exualtation spectra reveal a series of sharp dips corre- conducted a search for other forward emissions in the
sponding to 3D ,2 -. nF,, 2 transitions. In each case it is wavelength range 0.4 to 4 pm, but no other emissions
clear that the emission intensity is being reduced by the were observed.
coincidental pumping of the upper state of the forward Figures 4 and 7 show the effects of pressure and
emission to a high-lying Rydberg F level, temperature on the 1.17 pm forward emission. As can

Under the same conditions as those that produced be seen, increasing temperature enhances the emission.
Fig. 4, weak backward emission at 1.17pm could also while increasing pressure quenches the process.
be observed. The ratio of forward to backward emis- Figure 8 shows the dependence of the 1.17gm
sion at 1. J 7 pm was on the order of 25: 1. emission on laser power. Clearly the emission displays a
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ation trapping
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threshold behavior. Above threshold the emission more strongly populated than 6P 1 2 over the range
follows a linear response with some indication of 560-620nm [30].
saturation at high intensities. Finally, the angular Both the forward to backward intensity ratio and
divergence of the 1.17 pm emission produced with the larger angular divergence of the 1.17 pm emission
LDS 765 dye pumping of the NaK vapor at 751.6 nm compared to the pump beam argue that the observed
was studied using an iris diaphragm. These studies process involves some type of wave-mixing. However.
showed that the 1.17pm emission has a somewhat it is hard to reconcile the wave-mixing idea with a
larger angular divergence than the pump laser beam. photodissociation process. Photodissociation con-

We interpret these results as indicating that two- verts some excitation energy into kinetic energy so it is
photon excitation of the NaK molecule populates a difficult to imagine how the photon energies could add
state that can either directly dissociate or predissociate up as required in wave-mixing. In addition our studies,
to produce excited potassium atoms in the 3D312 state; indicate that no other nearly collinear photons are
i.e. emitted in the range 0.4 to 41pm. It is impossible to

devise a four- or six-wave mixing process involving two
NaK(X 'Z) + 2hv-.NaK(?)-,K(3D 3,2 ) + Na(3S). laser photons and one photon at 1.17 pm that does not

also produce at least one other photon in this 0.4 to
We identify the important molecular species as NaK 4 pim range. Nevertheless, it is possible to imagine that
by a process of elimination. K, can be ruled out by the a population inversion between 3D3,2 and 4P 2 could
absence of the emission in pure potassium vapor and be produced by photodissociation, and the subsequent
Na 2 is an unlikely candidate since it is a poor absorber amplified spontaneous emission could trigger a wave
near 750nm and a collisional step would also be mixing process involving two laser photons. one
required to populate K(3D) in that case. The require- 1.17 pm photon, one 4P,12 -. 4S photon at " 69.9 nm
ment of sodium in the oven makes it difficult to imagine (which is highly trapped in the optically thick vapor
that the process could be strictly atomic, although and therefore cannot be observed), and several IR
some hybrid sodium-potassium collisional mechanism photons beyond 4pm. This would explain the small
might be invoked. However, the molecular dissoci- emission in the backward direction as a residual of the
ation mechanism is further supported by the absence of ASE, while most of the forward emission would result
other stimulated infrared emissions. Two laser from the wave-mixing process. An alternate explana-
photons would carry the potassium atom to well above tion is that we are observing a simple photodissoci-
the 5P level, which could be populated by stimulated ation produced lasing which has a strong forward to
hyper-Raman scattering or by collision from some backward gain asymmetry. This type of gain ani-
excited state of sodium. However. any such mechanism sotropy is observed in alkali dimer lasers, for example
would be likely to produce stimulated emission on [31, 32]. However, it should be emphasized that at this
either the 5P-,3D or 5P-5S transitions. Such emis- point all such discussion is primarily speculation, and
sions were observed by Sorokin and Lankard [8] remains to be fully tested.
pumping at 694.3 nm, and also by Wang et al. [19] who It was mentioned above that pumping the sodium-
used las excitation over the range 600 to 700 nm. potassium vapor using the dye LDS 722 produced a
Because of the binding energy of the NaK ground state, very different excitation spectrum at 1.17 pm than that
it is not possible to reach 5P through photodissoci- obtained with the dye LDS 765 over the same wavel-
ation of the molecular states. However, the ength range. The LDS 722 excitation spectrum is
K(3D) + Na(3S) dissociation limit can just be reached shown in Fig. 9. Not only is the intensity of the 750 nm
from low lying rovibrational levels of the NaK ground hump approximately 12 times larger than the corre-
state with two laser photons. Collisional excitation sponding LDS 765 peak (even though we had less
transfer from molecules to atoms (i.e. NaK*+K power at 750 nm using LDS 722), but also a weaker
-- NaK + K* where NaK* and K* represent an excited hump centered about 741 nim and a very weak hump
molecule or atom, respectively) cannot be entirely near 730nm can now also be seen. Because of this
ruied out. However, collisions would be expected to surprising discrepancy, we carried out detailed mena-
occur over a time much longer than the laser pulse, and surements of the spectral composition of the laser pulse
would be expected to populate other ievels such as 5P, for each of the two dyes. When the laser wavelength
5S, and 3D5, 2 just as strongly as 3D312. Photodissoci- was set to 751.6 nm, the LDS 722 dye is working near
ation, on the other hand, can be a very selective the edge of its gain profile. Under such conditions
process. ln cesium, for example, the 5D1 2 state is found background ASE from the dye is expected to be
to be populated more than twice as efficiently as 5D,, 2  relatively strong. We found that in addition to the main
when Cs2 is photodissociated over the pumping range laser peak, the LDS 722 produced a 15 nm wide lobe
460-520nm, [29] and the 6P 3,2 state is 200 times located 30nm to the blue of the main peak which
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photon 4S-6S atomic transition at 728.36nm. The
latter can just barely be seen in Fig. 9.

Another interesting but as yet unexplained result is
that the dips appearing in the LDS 722 excitation
spectrum near 750nm (which we have identified as
corresponding to 3D3 ,2-- nF51 2 transitions) are more

-pronounced in the backward than in the forward
Zdirection.

* The data from LDS 765 shows that two 750unm
Sphotons are sufficient to produce strong forward

emission at 1.17 pm. However the additional presence
of even a very weak source near 720 um enhances the
process dramatically. Note that the LDS722 dye

725 735 745 755 excitation spectrum (Fig.9) demonstrates that 2
photons at 720 nm are not, by themselves, particulary

Laser Wavelength(nm) efficient at producing 1.17 pin light. No other atomic
Fig. 9. 1.17 Wn forward excitation spectrum obtained in the lines were observed in the unfiltered LDS 722 case.
mixed vapor using unfiltered LDS 722 dye laser pumping. In this indicating that the enhancement due to the 720 nm
case the dye laser emission is contaminated by an ASE lobe ASE lobe is not simply due to a resonant atomic
located at - 720 nm and containing approximately 0.5% of the process. Note also that the data presented in our
total laser intensity. Although the intensity scales in this figure pros Not e al te at pr S in our
and Figs. 4 and 7 are arbitrary, our measurements indicate that previous paper [33] were all taken with LDS 722 dye
the peak intensity is roughly a factor of 12 greater when the ASE with the contaminating ASE lobe at 720 nm. Thus the
lobe is present. Additionally, a second hump in the excitation earlier published results were taken under the con-
spectrum can now be seen centered on 741 nm and a third very ditions of the present Fig. 9 and therefore are quite
weak hump canjust barely be seen near 730nm. The dips on the different from the results presented here in Figs. 4
main hump correspond to depletion ofthe3D,3 2 level by pumping and 6.
to "F5,2 levels with ns in the range 21 to 32 The conclusion from these studies using the filtered

and unfiltered output from the LDS 722 dye laser is
that one or the other step in the two-step NaK

contained approximately 0.5 % of the total intensity. A molecular excitation is greatly enhanced near 720 un.
similar, but 20 times smaller, lobe was observed Since the NaK A'X, +-X'Z " absorption peaks near
approximately 25 nm to the long wavelength side of the 750 nm (according to the potentials of Refs. [27] and
main peak. When we used the dye LDS 765, the short [34]), we expect that it is the second step which is
wavelength lobe was not observed although the long enhanced. In particular, the v=0 level of the ground
wavelength lobe was still present. state cannot be pumped to the K(3D) + Na(3S) dissoci-

It was clear that the short wavelength lobe had a ation limit with two 750 nm photons, but can be with
profound effect on the 1.17 im excitation spectrum. To one 750 and one 720 m photon. The final explanation
demonstrate this we used a set of long pass filters to of these processes can only be obtained by two-laser
prefdter the laser beam before the heat-pipe oven. experiments which are now underway in our
When a Schott RG695 filter was used in the LDS 722 laboratory.
beam, no change in the excitation spectra was seen
other than that due to the power loss from reflections 3. Coochnions
at the glass surfaces. However when an RG780 filter
was used, the 741 nm hump disappeared from the In this paper we have reported our observations of
excitation spectra and the 750 tnm peak was reduced by forward and backward stimulated emission in pure
a factor of 7. In fact the filtered LDS 722 spectrum potassium and mixed sodium-potassium vapor excited
closely resembled the LDS 765 spectrum, but the latter in the range 680-00 nm. We have found that when
was - 0.6 times as intense. A look at the filtered laser either vapor is excited at 728.36 nm, corresponding to
spectrum showed that the short wa°!elength lobe was the potassium 4S--6S two photon transition, we
reduced in intensity by - 95 % over the unfiltered case, observe optically pumped stimulated emission on the
while the main laser peak was reduced by only a factor 6S-..5P transition. In addition we observe amplified
of 2. Filtering the LDS 765 output had little effect on spontaneous emission on cascade transitions, and
the results. Note that the 1.17 pm output pumping at four- and six-wave mixing signals which are nearly
750 nm with LDS 722 dye is much stronger than the resonant with the 5P--4S, 5S-.4P, and 3D-.4P
same wavelength emission when pumping the two- transitions. These results for resonant excitation are
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analogous to previous results obtained in other alkalis 7. S.M. Hamadani. J.AD. Stockdale. R.N. Compion. NI.S
as well as in potassium. Pindzola: Phys. Rev. A34, 1938 (1986)

We have also found that when the sodium- 8. P.P. Sorokin, J.R. Lankard: J1. Chem. Pb'.s. 54. 21 S4 u19-1
potasiu vaor i exite offresnane ovr te rnge 9. P.P. Sorokin. J.J. Wvnne. J.R. Lankard: Appl. Ph~s Lect:
potasiu vaor i exite offresnane ovr te rnge 22.,3420(9731

747-753nm we can observe stimulated emission at 10. P.-. Zhang. Y.-C. Wang. A.L. Schawlow;: J. Opt Soc Am
1.17 pm (potassium 3D3 2 -4P 2). This emission. B1. 9 (1984)
which cannot be observed in pure potassium vapor. 11. CYR. Wu. J.K. Chen: Opt. Commun. 50. 317 (1984

has a strong forward to backward asymmetry (25: 1). 12. N.V. Znamenskii. A.P. Lutsenko. M.G. Piskare% Op:
A weaker signal at 1.18 pm (potassium 3D, 2-4P, 2) Spectrosc. (USSR) 59. 545 (1985)

can lsobe osered udercertain circumstances. W~e 13. J. Krasinski. D.J. Gauthier. M.S. Malcu it. RAW. Bosd Opt
can lsobe osered uderCommun. 54. 241 (1985)

believe the large 3D 3 :2 population is created through 14. D.G. Sarkisyan. A.A. Badalvan. S.O. Sapondzhv an. G.A
a two-photon photodissociation of the NaK molecule. Torosyan: Sox. J. Quant. Electron. 16. 571 (19861
Sharp dips in the excitation spectra are due to 15. K. Mori. Y. Yasuda. N. Sokabe. A. Murai: Opt- Comnun 5'
coincidental depletion ot (be upper 3D3 , level via 4180(986)
laser excitation to Rydberg F levels. The forward to 16. V.E. Mnuskin. V.G, Nikiforo%. AN. Tokarexa. B.F Trin.

backward asymmetry in this emission is still unex- t~.chuk: Soy. J. Quant. Electron. 17. 241 (19871
1.V. Vaichaitis. M. tgnatavichyus, V.A. Kudrxashox. ) u.\

plained. but may result from either a wave-mtxing Pimenov. R. Yakite: Sov. J1. Quant. Electron. 17. 4 8 1114',-
process triggered by I ie photodissociation lasing or 18. Z.G. Wang. HSchmidt. B. Welegehausen: A.. Ph,,. B 44.4
simply an asymmetric gain in the latter. Finally we (1987)
note that the 1.17 7pm forward emission is enhanced by 19. Z.-G. Wang. L.-. Qin. L.-S. Ma. Y.-Q- Lin. 1.5S Chenie. Opt
more than an order of magnitude when the pump dye Commun. 51. 155 (19841

conain a eak(0.%) SE ontmintio ner . D. Krokel. M. Hube. W. Luhs. B. %Wellegehausen App!laser cotisawa 05/ S otmnto er Phys. B 37. 137 (1985)
720 nm. We believe that this enhancement results 21. Z.G. Wang. LiJ. Qmn. K.C. Zhang. 1.5. Chengi App) Ph"s
from a two-step sequence in which NaK A'.! is first B41, 125 (19861
excited from the ground (Xi_1 - state with a 750 nm 22. S.G. Dine%. 1.G. Koprinko%. 1.1-. Stefanox: App). Ph%% B 39.
photon and then is photodissociated bN a second 65(19861
photon near 720nm. Note that two laser photons at 23. 5.G. Dine%. 1.1-. Stefano%. App). Phys. B". 234 098-1
720nm produce no emission at 1.17 pm. Further work 24. 56G. Dine\. 1.G. Koprinko\. I.L. Stefano%.: Opt. Commun

on tis wo-tepprocss s crretl n pogrssS1. 199 (194)
on hi tw-sepproes iscuretlyinprores.25. H.H. Wu, T.C. Chu, C.YR. Wu: App). Phvs. B 43. 225 19,

26. H. Komine. R.L. Byer: J. App). Phys. 48. 2505119--1
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Abstract. Optically pumped laser emission has been observed on the NaK 2(A)'Z'
- I(X)'L electronic state transition. The emission occurs between 1.015 and 1.035 pm
when a sodium-potassium heat-pipe oven is pumped with 695-745 nm pulsed dye laser
radiation. The laser emission occurs on many ro-vibrational transitions without the use of
cavity mirrors. However. the addition of a simple cavity increases both the number of
observed lasing transitions and the amplitude of the emission on each line. We report our
results for the dependence of the emission intensity on pump laser power, oven temperature,
and buffer gas pressure.

PACS: 42.55.Hq, 33.50.Dq

Optically pumped lasers (OPL's) based upon mechanisms are responsible for the OPL emission. In
electronic transitions in alkali diatomic molecules were the first, a thermally populated level of the ground
first demonstrated in sodium vapor by Henesian et al. electronic state is pumped on-resonance in an allowed
in 1976 [1]. This pulsed alkali OPL was soon followed ro-vibrational transition to the upper laser level.
by a report of continuous laser action on the Na2 B -X Lasing then occurs to thermally unpopulated high
band [2]. Since that time, various studies have pro- lying levels of the ground state. The second mechanism
duced OPL emission based upon the A -. X and B-.X is a Raman process where the excitation and emission
bands of the homonuclear alkali molecules Li 2, Na2 , wavelengths -can be either resonant or slightly off
and K2 [3-14]. OPL emission from more highly resonant with the same three levels. This Raman
excited states of the sodium molecule has also been process leads to asymmetric gain favoring emission
observed [15-18]. Of particular interest to the present parallel to the direction of the pump laser propagation
study, OPL emission has been observed from the [4,22].
heteronuclear alkali molecule NaRb [19]. These alkali In the present work we report laser emission on
OPL's have now been made to operate on a large NaK 2'E 4 ---1'Z electronic transitions. The oh-
number of fixed frequency lines in the range served OPL lines consist of P and R transitions
400-910 n.rn as well as on several lines in the 2.5 pim originating from vibrational levels in the range
region. Other dimers such as Bi2, S2, Te2, and 12 have v'= 17-33 of the 21Z' electronic state and terminating
also been made to yield stimulated emission in the on the v"= 36-53 levels of the 1 '-Ir ground state. The
visible and near-infrared regions through OPL tran- initial levels that are excited by the pump laser are the
sitions. Such lasers have applications in gain modu- thermally populated ro-vibrational levels of the 1 Iv
lated spectroscopy [20] and in the determination of state (v" =0-7). With the high gain that is obtained
electronic transition moments [21]. using a high-power, pulsed dye laser as the excitation

Optically pumped alkali lasers may be treated as source, lasing (or more correctly amplified sponta-
three level lasers as is shown in Fig. 1. In general, two neous emission) can be observed on many lines

without the use of cavity mirrors. However, the
* Present address: Dept. of Physics. Illinois State University, 311 addition of a simple cavity increases both the number
Moulton Hall, Normal. IL61761. USA of lasing transitions and the amplitude of each emis-
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Fig. 1. Schematic potential energy level diagram for the NaK which tunes over the range 690-760 nm. However.
molecule showing the observed OPL transitions. The arrow most of the OPL pumping occurred between 695 and
pointing up represents the pumping process from low lying levels 745 nm. The peak power of the dye laser was -1 MW"
of the 1 ' state to various levels of the 21 Y state. The in this range. The dye laser beam was either unfocused
downward arrow represents OPL emission from the pumped
level to initially unpopulated, high-lying levels of the 11i E state or weakly focused into the heat-pipe oven.

Emission from the Na-K oven directed generally
parallel or antiparallel to the pump beam (referred to

sion line. While the lasing transitions reported here are as forward and backward emission, respectively) could
similar to the other alkali OPUs, the present observa- be monitored by the use of beam splitters which
tions represent only the second case of OPL emission directed the beams to a white diffusing surface placed
involving the heteronuclear alkali molecules and the in front of a monochromator. Light passing through
first such observation in the NaK molecule. In ad- the monochromator was detected with a liquid
dition, the present work extends the known alkali nitrogen-cooled, intrinsic germanium detector. In all
dimer laser emissions into the 1.0 Vim region. cases, appropriate color filters were used to eliminate

second and higher order diffraction from the mono-
1. The Experiment chromator grating, as well as unwanted pump laser

light. The detector output was then processed by a
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A boxcar-averager and sent to both a chart recorder and
vapor consisting of a mixture of sodium and potassium a computer for later analysis. With this setup, only
was contained in a 4-way cross, stainless-steel, heat- stimulated emissions from the oven could be detected
pipe oven. The initial mixture of potassium and since no focusing optics were employed along thcir
sodium was - 2: 1 although temperature cycling and optical paths.
subsequent reloadings caused the ratio of potassium to The relative forward to backward detection effi-
sodium atoms in the vapor phase to vary with time. ciencies were calibrated with the oven cold by first
The oven also contained argon buffer gas which was aligning the forward detection optics and then retrore-
varied in pressure over the range 1-130 mbar. Since the flecting the pump laser beam upon itself and through
oven was typically not operated in the heat-pipe mode, the backward detection optics, A beam splitter was
the temperature could be independently varied from used in the backward path as shown in Fig. 2. while
-400-600°C. To verify the molecular species involved either a beam splitter (for roughly equal forward to
in the OPL process, a second heat pipe, containing backward efficiencies) or a mirror (for higher sensi-
pure potassium vapor, could be substituted for the tivity) was used in the forward direction. With this
Na-K oven. calibration of the forward to backward efficiencies, we

The Na-K vapor was pumped by a dye laser which could determine the relative forward to backward
was in turn pumped by a frequency doubled, pulsed OPL intensity ratio. Finally, for the highest sensitivity
Nd :YAG laser. Calibration of the dye laser frequency the white diffusing surface was sometimes bypassed,
was carried out using the optogalvanic effect in a neon- and the stimulated emission sent directly into the
filled hollow cathode lamp. We used the dye LDS 722, monochromator using highly-reflective mirrors.
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Under these conditions, neutral density filters were
needed to regulate the light levels.

Normally the 0.75 m monochromator was set to P 41 42 43 44 45

pass light at a specific wavelength in the _
1.015-1.035 pm region with a bandpass of 0.3-6.7 nm.
For laser excitation scans, the monochromator slits -
were set to 3 mm (yielding a spectral resolution of
6.7 nm) and the laser frequency was scanned. With the
laser linewidth of -0. 1 cm-, well defined rotational- C
vibrational progressions could be observed. C

The power dependence of the OPL emission at
1.02 gm was determined using a series of neutral
density filters which were calibrated in place using a
photodiode (see Fig. 2). By referencing the stimulated 706.1 706.3 706.5 706.7 706.9

emission intensity at 1.02 gm to the pump laser
intensity and taking account of the relative efficiency of
the intrinsic germanium detector at the two wave- Fig. 3. Laser excitation spectrum corresponding to OPL eml--
lengths, the conversion efficiency of this OPL emis- sion at 1.021 gm (monochromator bandpass - 1.4 nmi. The

sion could be determined. The relative efficiency of the labelled P and R absorption lines are part of the

detection system at the pump laser and OPL wave- 2et'(t'=28)-19''t=0 band. The heat-pipe oven %har

lengths was determined following the procedures out- operated at 519'C with an argon buffer gas pressure of 53 mbar

lined in [23] utilizing a tungsten halogen lamp with
known relative emission vs. wavelength, excitation scans which show ro-vibrational pro-

Most of the studies were carried out without the use gressions corresponding to P and R line absorptions
of OPL cavity mirrors. However, several cavity designs on the NaK 2(A)' --1(X)E' band (Fig. 31. Most of
were tried in attempts to enhance the OPL emission. In the observed transitions originate from low lying
all cases the rear cavity mirror was chosen to have a vibrational levels of the ground state. The upper state
3 m radius of curvature. > 99% reflectivity at 1.02 jim vibrational level ranges from r'= 17-33.
and > 80% transmission between 700 and 800 nm. The 1.02-1.03 pm OPL emission detected by the
Several forward cavity mirrors were tried. The first was germanium detector is the 2'-r' --1 '1' downward

- 50% reflecting at 1.02 pm and > 80% transmitting transition to initially unpopulated, high-lying levels of
between 700 and 800 nm. with a 3 m radius of curva- the ground state (r" = 36 to 53). Due to the very high
ture. The second was a flat quartz window with one density of absorption lines leading to OPL emission in
side antireflection coated. Its effective reflectivity was the vicinity of 1.03 lin (which is near the long-
-5%. The third was a plane sapphire window with a wavelength satellite of the NaK 2'Y --1 'T band .

reflectivity of - 7 % from each surface. we did not attempt to carry out a detailed identifica-
Laser excitation scans were made without any tion of the lines in the spectrum. However, using the

cavity mirrors and for each forward cavity mirror accurate experimental constants for the NaK I I
(including the case of no forward reflector) in conjunc- and 2'Z states from [25,26], respectively, we were
tion with the rear high reflector. The dependence of the able to assign individual ro-vibrational absorption
1.02 pIm emission on pump laser power was measured lines in the relatively simple region of the spectrum
with the sapphire window cavity and with no cavity between 700 and 715 nm. Note that K2 could be ruled
present. The effect of each cavity configuration on the out as the source of the OPL emission by the fact that
intensity of selected lasing transitions was studied by no such emission was observed when pumping pure
misaligning and then realigning each mirror to its potassium vapor in this spectral range under similar
optimal position. conditions. Na 2 could also be eliminated since there

are no Na2 emission bands in the 1.02-1.03 gm region.
2. Results and Discussion Using the 0.75 m monochromator with a fixed

The forward emission at 1.02 gm was first observed pump wavelength and 100 pm slits (0.3 nm resolution).

when we heated the Na-K heat-pipe oven above the OPL emission near 1.02 lin could be resolved intowhenwe eate th Na- het-pie oen aove an R(J-1) and P(J+1) doublet of one vibrational
50 0 C at - 50 m bar buffer gas pressure during studies an sition1) fanhe 2 J + --) 1 oubleband .oT e v i fi oa l

of parametric wave-mixing and other coherent emis- transition of the 2'X -I 'Z band. The specific case

sions [24]. With the monochroamtor set to specific of J = 49, pumped via the

wavelengths near 1.02 or 1.03 pm, we obtained laser 2'_r(v'=28, J'=49)--1 t+(L."C=0, J"=48)
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Table 1. List of the strongest downward transitions of the NaK
21' --1 Z band (dcfined by the Franck-Condon factors) for a
given upper vibrational state v'. Only those bands which radiate

R(48) P(50) most strongly in the 1.01-1.035 gm range are listed. These are the
.bands which are most likely to contribute to the observed OPL
M emission. Column three gives the Franck-Condon factor
,. q -- v'lt"> 2 for each transition, while column four gives rough]%
wthe band center wavelength [defined by the wavelength of the

Q(50) line]. Here, the most probable rotational level is -. J= 5f)
for our experimental temperatures

_ t. r" q Al[ un]

17 36 0.1921 1.0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _18 37 0.2070 1.0337

19 38 0.2257 1.0340
1.020 1.021 1.022 1.023 1.024 1.025 20 39 0.247 1.0340

20 39 0.2471 1.0340

Wavelength (um) 21 40 0.2682 1.0339
22 41 0.2837 1.0337

Fig. 4. Monochromator scan of the OPL emission with the pump 23 42 0.2851 1.0332
laser tuned to the 24 43 0.2628 1.0326

25 43 0.2236 1.0251
211r'=28. J'=49).-1 'Ur"-0, J"48) 26 44 0.2702 1.0244

transition. The oven temperature was 517 -C, and the buffer gas 27 45 0.2912 1.0235
pressure 33 mbar. The monochromator slits were set to give a 28 46 0.2651 1.0224
resolution of 0.3 nm. This spectrum was taken using the high 29 47 0.1848 1.0211
reflecting back cavity mirror and the sapphire window as the 30 47 0.1427 1.0139
forward mirror. The weak line observed at 1.0202 pm has not 31 50 0.1689 1.0232
been identified, but probably represents a weaker pumping from 32 51 0.1259 1.02!,0

some higher level of the ground state (01 '(r">0)]. The 33 53 0.1259 1.0231
separation of the two main peaks is in agreement with the energy
splitting of the r" = 46. J" = 48 and 50 levels of the ground state.
The observed OPL wavelengths and calculated Franck-Condon
factors (see texu are also consistent with the interpretation that
this OPL emission represents a single P. R doublet terminating at molecular constants of Ross et al. [25. 26]. In Table 1
I J'-'r"= 46) we list the strongest downward transitions (as deter-

mined from these calculated Franck-Condon factorsi

transition is shown in Fig. 4. The observed emission for various upper state vibrational levels. For each of

peak positions are in agreement with those predicted the bands that were investigated in detail, lasing was

for the observed only on the vibrational transition from the
pumped upper level that has the largest Franck-

2'Zi-'=28, J'=49)-l 1 Z(r" =46, J" =48, 50) Condon factor. In a homogeneously broadened gain
medium, the upper level population gets clamped at

lneshro the =. band of s [25.2. noea tht the threshold value for the transition with the largestalthough the t" = 0--.r' = 28 band was by no means the gan[,28.nthprst seweredaigiha

most effective at producing OPL emission, it occurs in gain [16,28]. In the present case, we are dealing with a

a relatively simple region of the spectrum where Doppler (and therefore inhomogeneously) broadened

individual line assignments were possible. Conse- gain medium. However, it is possible that a similar
l mpopulation clamping mechanism may be responsible

quently, much of our subsequent data analysis, sch for this observation of lasing on only one vibrational
as power dependences and cavity studies, were carried transition. It is likely that in cases where Franck-
out using lines of this band.) Condon factors are nearly equal, lasing could be

Longer monochromator scans indicate that, with observed on more than one vibrational band from a
our level of sensitivity, each upper level pumped by the single upper level. It is also probable that weaker

laser will, in general, only produce stimulated emission vibrational bands could be made to lase with the

on a single P, R doublet of one vibrational band. We addition oans elemo t ca it Ho e
preumetha thse re he ranitins iththehigest addition of a tuning element to the cavity. However,

presume that these are the transitions with the highest this was not attempted in the present work.

gain, which is determined by the relevant Franck- Fi g w empesen the totl.

Condon factors. These were calculated using the emission, with the laser tuned to the

computer program INTENSITY [27] and RKR po-

tential calculated from the NaK 2'Z * and 12:* 2t'Z(r'=28, J'=49).--l *l4 "=O, J"=48)
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22 Using the sapphire window cavity and a monoch-
romator bandpass of 6.7 rim, we found that the OPL

20- *emission could be produced by many absorption line,
in addition to those clearly observed in the no-cavit
case. Figure 6 shows a specific case in which the I " =I

18 to t= 29 absorption band can be seen overlapping the
v =0 to C"= 28 band when the cavity is in place. These
lines of the 1-29 band are very weak in the no-ca~ 1t

16 spectrum. In some cases, bands which were very weak
in the no-cavity case were enhanced by the cavity to

1intensities which were comparable to those of the
D14 strong bands.

Several other reflectors were tried as the forward

12 cavity mirror. Use of either the quartz window. the
50% reflector, or no forward reflector at all resulted inzo essentially the same OPL emission as with the sapphire

, o window. Strong lines (those observed clearly with no
back reflector) generally only increased in intensity by

Wi ~10% with the use of a forward mirror. However. for

-0. these lines the back mirror and its alignment proved
0 more critical, typically increasing the forward emission

by a factor of - 2.5. For weak lines (those which were
6 * not observed clearly without a back reflectorl. the

observed intensity typically increased by a factor nf 4-6
with the addition of a forward cavity mirror.

4 The conversion efficiency of pump laser radiation
to OPL emission was measured on the

2 2'1+(r'=28, J'=49)-.1 1 Z*(r"=46. J"=48)

transition following pumping from r" = 0. J" = 48 of the
0, ground state. For these measurements, the heat-pipe

0 20 40 60 80 100 oven temperature was 523C and the buffer gas
LASER INTENSITY (ARB. UNITS) pressure 40mbar. The intensity of the laser beam

Fig. 5. OPL emission intensity as a function of pump laser power passing through the heat-pipe oven was measured with
with the laser tuned to the R(48) Ine of the t-"=0-,'=28 the oven cold and hot. Then the intensity of the OPL
transition. For these measurements, the oven temperature was emission was measured. The ratio of OPL emission to
519'C and the buffer gas pressure 35 mbar. The monochromator pump laser intensity transmitted through the cell was
bandpass was 6.7 nm centered at 1.0224 Wm. Laser power of 100 _ 10- 4. Note that this conversion efficiency should be
corresponds to the full available pump power (- 1 MW). The taken as only an order of magnitude estimate since it
pump laser beam was weakly focused to a diameter of - 0.1 cm in
the oven. The sapphire window cavity was used for these data depends strongly on the buffer gas pressure, cell

temperature, and vapor composition (see below). With
no cavity present, we also measured a forward to

transition, as a function of pump laser power. These backward intensity ratio of - 10: 1.
data were taken with the sapphire window cavity in For wavelengths in the range 700-720 nm, we
place. However, similar results were obtained without found that the pump laser transmission through the
cavity mirrors. As can be seen for this relatively weak oven at 515 0C and a buffer gas pressure of 50 mbar was
transition at fairly high pressure and temperature, the - 50% of that observed with the oven cold. To test
power dependence is roughly linear. However, other whether transmission of the pump laser beam through
levels may show different power dependences due to the heat-pipe oven was noticably reduced when pump-
saturation effects. etc. In particular, at lower tempera- ing a transition giving rise to OPL emission, a beam-
tures (-4600 C) we observed not only saturation of splitter was used to send a small amount of the
some signals. but even reduced OPL emission as the transmitted pump laser radiation to a photodiode. A
laser power was increased to the highest levels. At laser excitation spectrum, where the absorption of the
lower laser power. all levels show the roughly linear pump laser radiation as measured by the photodiode
power dependence seen in Fig. 5. was compared to OPL emission, showed no measur-
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o 20

b Fig. 6. a No OPL laser cavin and b
sapphire window cavity laser

excitation scans. The
movochromator monitored
emission at 1.022 lin with a
resolution of 6.7 nm. The no-ca it\

I, scan clearly shows theU II i 2'1. (r'=28 }.- -1' *(r "=0) ro-
vibrational progression. while the
sapphire window cavity scan shots

. i 2'* (t "= 29)-- -' (r"= 1) band. In

\ k was 35 mbar and the heat-p~pe
70t both cases the buffer gas presure

7 Ot 706 7 7 70F central temperature 515'C
PUMP Lt.SER WAVELENGTH (nM)

able decrease in the transmitted pump laser intensity out with a mixture relatively rich in potassium which
specifically at the OPL absorption lines, was also used for the bulk of the other data. For a fixed

The observed OPL emission is a strong function of buffer gas pressure of 33 mbar, we first observed OPL
the vapor composition which is difficult to regulate in emission from the pumped level 2'X '(v'= 28, J= 491
the mixed alkali oven. When the vapor is relatively rich at 495 °C. The intensity increased until 548 'C when the
in potassium, the most intense emissions are observed heat pipe could no longer be operated at this fixed
when pumping in the range 700-730 nim. At longer pressure. Note that at the lower temperatures studied
wavelengths the pump light is strongly absorbed in the here, the oven was not operating in the heat-pipe mode
oven, and the OPL emission is greatly reduced. We because the alkali vapor pressure was below that of the
believe that a partial separation of the sodium and buffer gas. This resulted in mixing of buffer gas with the
potassium vapors occurs in the oven and that the alkali in the central region of the oven. At higher
pump light can be absorbed by the K2 A'ZT --X'1 temperatures, heat-pipe operation was established.
band before reaching the region of greatest NaK resulting in an alkali vapor pressure equal to that of the
density. Under such conditions, little or no NaK OPL buffer gas. In this regime, the central region of the oven
emission can be seen for pump wavelengths greater contains only alkali vapor. When the power to the
than 740 nm despite the fact that the maximum of the heaters was raised even further, the heat-pipe regime
NaK 2Z' .-- I 'Z + absorption band lies in this region. again broke down and vaporization of the alkali in the
With a more sodium rich mixture, the strongest OPL central region became so rapid that the pipe was soon
emissions are seen when pumping in the 720-745 nm occluded by alkali metal condensing near the ends of
region as one would expect from consideration of the the wick.
NaK state constants and Franck-Condon factors. Pumping the same ro-vibrational transition, the

Despite these composition dependent effects, we OPL emission as a function of buffer gas pressure was
wanted to qualitatively investigate the temperature also studied at a fixed temperature of 515'C. Under
and buffer gas pressure dependence of the OPL these conditions, the OPL intensity was greatest at
emission for a fixed vapor mixture. This was carried 15 mbar and had almost disappeared by 60 mbar.
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Abstract. We demonstrate that the intriguing 830 nm coherent emission, which is observed
when sodium vapor is pumped with a high-power pulsed laser tuned near the 3S--+4D two-
photon transition, is due to an axially phase-matched six-wave mixing process. This
conclusion is based upon the observation of emission near 584 nm, which is coupled to the
930nm emission in the six-wave mixing process: W+W.=

2
WL-WDp-WP. 3 o. In

addition, we have observed coherent emission near 1.16 gam, which is due to an analogous
process involving cascade through the 4S (as opposed to the 3D) state. We calculate the
wavelengths of all photons involved in these processes using the standard formulas of
parametric wave-mixing theory. and show that they can be predicted to within experimental
uncertainties. Finally we report observations of significant blue shifts of the 830 nm and
1.16 pm emissions in a mixed sodium-potassium vapor. These shifts can be readily
understood by considering the effect of the potassium on the frequency-dependent
refractive index of the vapor. Due to these results, other recent interpretations of the 830 nm
emission as stimulated excimer emission on the Na. 12: ,- band must now be
rejecte ,'

PACS: lII

When alkali vapors are pumped by high-power lasers studies over the last several years. the first of which (to
tuned near two-photon allowed atomic transitions, a the best of our knowledge) being that of Dinev et al.
number of coherent and stimulated emissions can be [13]. These authors identified the 830 nm emission as
observed. These include optically pumped sti.iulated excimer lasing on the Na, 13S'-*13 J bound-free
emission (OPSE), stimulated hyper-Raman scattering transition since the emission spectrum appears broad
(SHRI. amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and and band-like and since this particular triplet band is
angle phase-matched four- and six-wave mixing (see the only known atomic or molecular emission Nxhich
[1-7] and references therein for an introduction to the occurs in sodium vapor in this wavelength region
growing literature in this field). Recently, axially phase- [14, 15]. In addition, they identified a sharp feature
matched four- and six-wave mixing in sodium vapor near 840 nm, which occurs under the same experi-
excited near the 3S-3D. 4D two-photon transitions mental conditions, as a bound-bound cascade tran-
has been identified experimentally and explained sition involving higher molecular states. The proposed
theoretically [8,9]. In addition to these atomic pro- mechanism involves collisional excitation transfer
cesses. the laser frequency may overlap one or more to- from the 4D excited state to a highly-excited bound
vibrational transitions of the alkali molecules that are triplet state of Na,. The molecule then cascades in
also present in the vapor. This can result in dimer bound-bound stimulated transitions (one of them
lasing lor more correctly ASE in the absence of an producing the 840 nm emission) down to the lowest
optical cavity) on the bound-bound electronic tran- vibrational level of the 1 't, state. The 830 nm emis-
sitions [10 123. sion results from the bound-free I I --. 11- tran-

The present studs concerns the strong coherent sition, which is the final step of the cascade.
emission at 830 nm which is observed when sodium A later study by Wang et al. [6] showed that the
.Jpor is pumped near the 3S-4D two-photon tran- 840 nm emission was actually an angle phase-matched
sition. Thi, emission has been the subject of several six-wave mixing process satisfying the energ. conser-

................
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vation equation much broader than is typical for other atomic para-
metric processes such as the 840 nm peak. Finally.

(1840 =2L -(W 4D-4P +t 4 P-3O -('L) (1) Bajic et al. argue that they have observed an analogous

and the momentum conservation equation emission peak in potassium vapor, which they at-
tribute to the 13 Z --* 13Z excimer band of the K:

k840  
2kL -(k 4 -4P + k4 P-3D + kL), (2) molecule.

where al, and kL are the laser frequency and wave We became interested in the 830 nm emission due

vector. Since in general, k=(nw!c)k where n is the to our long term interest in the alkali excimer bands.

(frequency dependent) index of refraction, (1) and (2) and in possibilities for producing tunable, near-

can only both be satisfied if the 840 nm emission infrared lasers based upon them. The evidence regard-

propagates in a cone centered on the pump laser axis ing an excimer as opposed to an atomic parametric

(Fig. Ia). Under the same experimental conditions that explanation for the 830 nm emission seemed incon-

produced the 830 and 840 nm emissions, Wang et al. clusive to us, so we decided to carry out a two-color

also observed Na, I(A)',.-1(X)'2:, stimulated excitation experiment (suggested by Wang et al. in

emission in the regio between 784 and 800 nm [,Ref. 6. their paper) to test this hypothesis. If the excimer

Fig. 4]. This is due to the fact that the laser, which is explanation was correct, we believed the 830 nm
tuned near the 3S-4D two-photon atomic transition, emission could be resonantly enhanced through the
coincidentally also pumps various l *--I ro- pumping scheme
vibrational transitions. In an interesting experiment, 33

j h,, 1 ,
Wang et al. were able to completely supress the dimer
emissions by superheating the vapor using a hot wire Here laser I wou!d be tuned near 551.5 nm. which is
passing down the axis of their heat-pipe oven parallel the wavelength of the well localized I1g._ 13-
to the pump beam axis. This superheating. which de- satellite [17], while laser 2 would be tuned near
creased the number of bound dimers thereby dropping 609.1 nm, which is the wavelength needed to bring the
the li -. 1' stimulated emission below thresh- two-photon sum close to the 3S-4D energ
old. did not affect either the 830 or the 840 nm separation.
emission intensity. This led to the conclusion that the However, before we got to the two-color experi-
830 nm emission was probably not due to any process ment, we obtained new data from a one-laser experi-
which involved the bound, ground state molecules. In ment which we believe unambiguously identifies the
addition, they showed that placing the oven inside an 830 nm emission as resulting from an axiallN phase-
optical cavity enhanced the dimer emission near matched six-wave mixing process. Processes of this
790 nm but not the emissions at 830 and 840 nm. type have been described in detail by Moore et al. in an
Although it was not possible to rule out the excimer interesting paper which appeared recently [8]. In
explanation of the 830 nm emission as a result of these axially phase-matched wave-mixing, the photons all
experiments (since bound 1':, molecules and collid- propagate collinearly with the pump beam(Fig. 1b. In
ing atom pairs interacting along the 1'. potential this case. and for the particular six-wave process which
curve would not be depleted by the superheating), is of interest here (Fig. 2), the energy and momentum
Wang et al. concluded from the strong similarities to conservation equations become:
the 840 nm signals and other evidence, such as the
strong forward to backward emission asymmetry. that to, +o, = 2

WL-(W4DP+WCp.$30) (3)
the 830 nm emission was probably also an atomic and
parametric process.

Verv recently. Bajic et al. [. reported new 1kl l+lk 21=2lkL[-(k 4 -4 PI+lk 4P-3DI). 4
experimental data on the 830 nm emission, and con-
cluded that it was indeed stimulated excimer emission Here w, and C02 (and the corresponding wave vectors)

on the 131,- -1 I2:,- band of Na,. This conclusion was refer to the two axially phased-matched waves pro-
based on the broad excitation spectrum (see [Ref. 16. duced in the vapor which satisfy (3) and (4). In the

Fig. 5] or Fig. 5 of the present worki which shows a following sections of this article, we present our data

pronounced dip at the two-photon atomic frequency on the 830 nm. and other related coherent emissions.

(thus suggesting that the excitation is of a molecular or In particular. we have observed both wt| and (?,, for the

quasi-molecular nature). Bajic et al. proposed that the process described by (3) and (4), as well as for an

exziaon occurred thruanalogous process involving the Na 4S (as opposed to
t te tthe 3D) state (Fig. 2). Section I of this paper describes

I - In addition. for some experimental our experimental set-up. Section 2 presents our experi-
conditions, the spectrum of the 830 nm emission is mental resu!ts which include emission and excitation
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k4  -- scans, laser power dependences, angle dependences of
4 Pk4"4P the emission, etc. Section 3 contains theoretical calcu-

-P3 D '- lations of the wavelengths of the observed axiallv
4P-D phase-matched six-wave mixing processes in both

pure sodium and in mixed sodium-potassium vapor.
Finally, Sect. 4 presents our conclusions and a

k L k oL k8 30 Wd) summary.
S k8 4 0

1. The Experiment

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the e-,perimental set-up. A
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Quanta Ray
DCR 11) with an output power of - 100 mJ was used

- to pump a commercial Littman-type dye laser
L k5 8 4 (W2 ) (Lumonics HyperDye 300). The dye laser was operated

kL k with Rhodamine 6G dye and produced output powers

of - 6 mJ in a pulse of -6 ns duration. The linewidth
was -0.1 cm-.

The dye laser was tuned near 579 nm (i.e. close to
the sodium 3S--4D two-photon transition wave-
length), and was used to excite sodium vapor contained

in a heat-pipe oven. Two ovens were used for the
a b present experiment. The first is a linear heat-pipe

Fig. Ia. b. Phase matcl:ng diagrams for six-,Aave mixing pro- containing pure sodium metal, while the second is a
cesses occurring in sodium vapor pumped at the 3S-4D two- four-armed cross containing sodium-potassium mix-
photon transition wavelength. a Angle phase-matched process tures. Both ovens were typically operated at - 770 K.
described b 11 and 2). The angles hase been greatl exaggerated which corresponds to a sodium vapor pressure ot
for clarits b Axiall% phase-matched process described by (3) and
141 5.5 mbar. In the pure sodium pipe, the argon buffer

gas pressure was - 16 mbar. but was raised to
4D 33-47 mbar in the Na-K mixture.

5s 2 34 ."-/ The laser beam was directed through the heat-pipe
4P 9 io , oven and onto the entrance slits of a 0.75 m mono-

2 21,k --m 3D chromator (Spex model 1702). Coherent and stimu-
4S lated emissions emerging from the alkali vapor along

57906 2the pump laser axis were then also aligned to the
monochromator slits. Color glass and interference

I,,9h, / -filters were used in front 'he monochromator to
eliminate second and ,- .ader grating effects. and

--- - =3P

579 06 rm -584.2Or

BOXCARCHRI [ -ECORCER

NO IBXA

3S LENSri P IPE I pr UR -- - ._

Fig. 2. Partial energ level diagram of sodium showing the two DYE ovE , O_ CtoR

axiall% phase.matched six-waxe mixing processes studied .n the IASER FtR

present work In this example. the pump laser (which is indicated T O
bv the heavs linesi is tuned to 579.06 nm (with respect to air. CP4R, M TO -"_ _ , ,A I .R O M A T O R

which is iear to the 3S-4D two-photon transition. The other LASER
wdaelengths given in the figure correspond to this pump
%avelength. The separation of the two virtual leselsabove the 311 Fig. 3. Experimental set-up. ND and PD represent neutal
state is greail% exaggerated Energies are taken from [18] densit friler and photodiode, respecti el.
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to filter out the strong pump laser light before it Laser
/reached the detector. An aperture was placed along 684 nrm

the beam path approximately 0.7 m from the exit a
window. This was used to study the angular diver- XlO0
gences of the various emissions of interest. Neutral
density filters were used before the heat-pipe to Hg
control the pump laser intensity which was monitored nm
continuously with a photodiode. A lens was used to
focus the laser to a diameter of -0.5-1.0 mm in the
center of the oven. 680 5s 5so

The dispersed emission spectra exiting the mono- " Wavelength (rim)

chromator were detected by either an S-I or S-20 =.
photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R 1767 or R 1387, re-
spectively), whose output was sent to a gated boxcar- E b
averager (Stanford Research SR 250). The boxcar
signals were recorded on a strip-chart recorder or c

laboratory computer.
Typically. data were taken in two modes. For -

emission spectra, we set the laser to a particular _.___._

frequency and scanned the monochromator. Exci- 830
tation spectra were obtained by setting the mono- Wavelength (nm)
chromator transmission wavelength and scanning the
laser wavelength. Depending on the detection effici-
ency for the wavelength of interest and the proximity
of that wavelength to the pump laser line. monoch-
romator slits were adjusted to give a resolution
between 0.2 and 0.8 nm.

1 14 1.16 1.18
2. Experimental Results Wavelength (urn)

In Fig. 4 we show forward emission spectra for the Fig. 4a-c. Forward emissions scans obtained in pure sodium
va-'ous wavelength ranges of interest. Details of the vapor with the laser tuned to 578.76 nm. which is near the sodiurr

3S-.4D two-photon transition. Part a shows the region bet'Aeenemission spectra depend on the exact laser wavelength, 570 and 595 nm, which includes a mercury calibration line. the
although the main features are the same for all laser line, and the axial emission at 584 nm. The laser line "as
excitation wavelengths near the 3S-.4D two-photon attenuated by - 10'. Monochromator slits were adjusted to
transition. Here, the pump laser wavelength was set to 30 pim (yielding a resolution of - 0.2 nm) in order to distinguish
578.76 nm. Part b) of the figure shows the 830 nm the 584 nm emission from leakage through the monochromatoc
emission along with the unresolved 3D--3lP atomic of the very strong laser line (which is responsible for the

background near 584 nm). We demonstrated that the other smallASE and other processes near 820 nm and the angle peaks near the 584 nm line are grating ghosts, but that the
phase-matched wave-mixing signal at 840 nm. Part c) 584 nm peak itself is not. Part b shows the region from
shows the analogous region near the 4S--3P transition 810-850 nm which includes the 3D-.3P ASE and wave-mixine
wavelength. The peaks near 1.1 4 pm correspond to the signals near 819 nm, the axially phase-matched emission near
4S--3P fine-structure doublet, while that at 1.18 pm is 830nm, and the angle phase-matched emission near 840nm.
the analog of the 840 nm emission which has previ- Part e contains the region between 1.12 and 1.20pm. whichshows the analogous 4S state cha-nel. The monochromator slits
ously been reported by Hartig [2]. Clearly, the 1.16 pam were 300 lim in parts b and c. tn all parts, the heat pipe oven
peak appears to be the analog of the 830 nm axially temperature and buffer gas pressure were -510 C and
phase-matched emission. This conclusion will be justi- - 16 mbar, respectively. The laser energy was - I mJ in a 6 ns
flied in the next section where we will calculate the pulse.
expected positions of the various emission lines which
result from the axially phase-matched six-wave pro- coupled to emission at a wavelength which is roughl.
cesses, The observed positions of the 830 nm and halfway between the wavelengths of the laser and the
1.16 pm peaks are compared in Table 1 with values 3P-.3S atomic line (Fig. 2). Figure 4a shows an emis-
calcidated as described in the next section. According sion scan taken in the region around 584 nm. A clear
to theory, the 1.16 pm and 830 nm emission should be peak is observed close to the predicted position isee
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Table 1. Observed and calculated wavelengths for axially phase-matched six-
wave mixing processes occurring in pure sodium vapor excited at the 3S-.4D
two-photon transition. All wavelengths are taken in air. and are expressed in
nm. Experimental uncertainties are given in parentheses

3D channel 4S channel

Exp. 578.66 829.66 - 1160.55
(t 0.05) (±0.3) (_0.5)

Calc. 584.05 829,24 584.00 1159.69

Exp. 578.76 584.00 829.16 584.00 1160.34
Calc. 584.10 829.15 584.05 1159.48

Exp. 578.86 583.90 829.04 583.90 1160.31
Calc. 584.15 829.05 584.10 1159.30

Exp. 579.06 584.26 828.96 584.26 1159.09
Catc. 584.24 828.86 584.20 1158.92

also Table 1 ). Although this peak is difficult to isolate
due to its proximity to the laser line, we were able to a
demonstrate that the observed peak is not a grating
ghost or other artifact. The excitation spectra and
power dependences, which will be presented next, 584 nm

support our identification of this 584 nm emission as
the final photon in the axially phase-matched six-wave
mixing process.

Figure 5 shows the excitation spectra for the i"-,
584 nm, 830 nm, and 1.16 g~m axially phase-matched I -
six-wave mixing signals. It is important to note that the
detailed shapes of the excitation spectra depend criti-
callv on the wavelength setting of the monochromator.
and on the monochromator slit widths. [Ref. 16, b

Fig. 5] presents excitation spectra for several different
monochromator wavelength settings near 830 nm.
which are consistent with our observations. Neverthe- 830 nm
less, tne i:rono similarity of the 584 nrm, 830 nm, and
1.16 pim excitation spectra is strong evidence that these -
emissions are closely related. In particular, all show a ,
pronounced dip exactly at the 3S-.4D two-photon .'
transition wavelength, regardless of the monochro-
mator setting. Figure 6 shovs for comparison the K
excitation spectra of the h20 nm, 830 nm (axially
phase-matched six-wave mixing), and 840 nm (angle

phase-matched six..wave mixing) signals, as well as
those of the analogous lines from the 4S state channel. V1.16 urn
The 820 nm and 1.14 pim signals consist of both ASE I
and parametric wave-mixing emissions resulting in

Fig. 5a-c. Laser excitation spectra for axial emission at a 584 nm
b 830 nm and c 1.16 pm. Monochromator slits were set to 30 Amfor part a. and 300 )am for parts b and .The oven was operated \ -.

wth pure sodium, and the temperature and pressure were 576 577 78 579 580 8"1

550 C and - 16 mbar. respectively. Laser power was - 2 mJ Laser Wavelength (nm)
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POWER DEPENDENCE
a d

820 nm 1.214 ur

b 830 rm e

,,, .u.m ". 4

LEGEND
V U 5eA nm

C C 79 l6fr,

C 840 nm f 8.285U

!I I 400 800 1200 1600

SFi Laser Power (uJ)

_____7__50___---__-76 57_50Fig. 7. Dependence of the forward emission intensities on pump
Laser Wavelength (nm) Laser Wavelength (nm) laser power for the various processes studied in this work. Dottedcurves represent the ASE and wave-mixing signals at 820 nm and

Fig. 6a-c. Laser excitation spectra in pure sodium %apor for 1.14 jim. Dashed curves correspond to angle phase-matched
processes coupled to the 3D states: a ASE and wave-mixing at processes at 840 nm and 1.18 im. Solid lines correspond to the
819 nm. b axially phase-matched emission at 830 nm, andeangle axially phase-matched emissions at 584 nm. 830 nm, and
phase-matched emission at 840 nm. d. e. and f Excitation spectra 1.16 pim. The power dependence of stimulated emission on one
for analogous processes coupled to the 4S state, at I. 14, 1.16, and Na, dimer line at 792 nm is also shown as a solid line for
1.18 ami. respectively. The oven temperature and buffer gas comparison. The oven contained pure sodium vapor and %ka,

pressure here - 550 C and - 16 mbar. respectivel' Mono- operated at a temperature and buffer gas pressure of - 500 (
chromator slits were 30 pm for part a. and 300 pim for parts b and -17 mbar. respectively. The laser wavelength %as
through e. The laser power was - 2 mJ 578.70 nm

complicated excitation spectra which depend strongly sions (shown as solid lines in the figure) can be seen.
on the monochromator wavelength and slitwidth. In The angle phase-matched signals at 840 nm and
particular, the 820 nm signal shows only a sharp spike 1.18 grm (dashed lines) also behave similarly to each
on resonance because of the narrow slits used in part a) other, as do the signals at 820 nm and 1.14 gam (dotted
of Fig. 6 (which were needed to discriminate against curves). This figure also includes the power dependence
unwanted molecular emissions). With wider slits at of one Na 2 1 tX,' -1',E* band OPL line at 792 nm
lower pressures. the 820 nm excitation spectrum shows (also shown as a solid line) for comparison [6, 11].
a broad hump to the red of the narrow spike, and is While Fig. 7 presents the dependences of the vari-
thus quite similar to the 1.14 i excitation spectrum ous emission peaks on pump laser intensity, Fig. 8
presented in Fig. 6d. We did not investigate these shows the variation of the full 830 nm excitation
features any further in the present work, since these spectrum with laser intensity. Note that the resonance
emissi,,ns have been well studied previously [8]. All of dip becomes narrower and the overall width of the
the spectra shown in Fig. 6 change in detail as the excitation peak decreases as the laser intensity is
monochromator wavelength is varied. However, the reduced. These dependences are not yet well under-
purpose of Figs. 5 and 6 is to demonstrate the qualita- stood, but we wi:l discuss some possible explanations
tive similarity of the 584 nm. 830 nm, and 1.16 gsm in the next section.
excitatlon spectra. and to point out their marked Additional information can be obtained from angle
differences from those of the ASE and angle phase- dependent studies similar to those carried out b\
matched processes. Moore et al. [8,9]. Figure 9 shows the emission in the

Figure 7 presents the dependences of the v,;rious 810-850 nm region with the aperture in Fig. 3 full\
observed signals on pump laser power. Again, the opened (Fig. 9a) and partially closed (Fig. 9b). It can be
similarity of the 584 nm. 830 nm. and 1.16 gm emis- seen that the 830 nm emission is concentrated more
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Laser Wavelength (nm) Fig. 9. a Forward emission scan in the 810-850 nm region

obtained with the aperture in Fig. 2 fully opened. b Same
Fig. S. Laser power dependence of the 830 nm excitation spec- spectrum but with the aperture partially closed. In part b. the
trum in pure sodium vapor. Oven temperature and presfure were sensitivity is 5.5 times greater. It can be seen that the intensities of
-550 C and -16 mbar. respectively. For these scans, the the 820 and 840 nm emissions are reduced much more bN the

monochromator wavelength was set to 829.9 nm. and the slits to aperture than is the 830 nm emission. Thus these spectra
100 gm demonstrate that the 830nm emission is concentrated more

closely to the laser axis than are the other two emissions. For
these scans, the pure sodium oven temperature and buffer ga,

closely along the pump laser axis than the angle phase- pressure were - 510'C and - 16 mbar, respectively. The laser

matched emission at 840 nm, or the combination of power was - 1.2 mJ. The laser wavelength was 578.66 nm

processes which contribute to the peak at 820 nm.

Finally, we present in Fig. 10 emission spectra
taken in mixed sodium-potassium vapor. Note that the The theory of axially propogating parametric

830 nm emission has shifted to -825 nm in the wave-mixing has been discussed in some detail bN
mixture. The frequency of the 1.16 lim peak (not shown Moore et al. [8]. In the case of alkali vapors, it is

in the figure) also shifts, but by a lesser amount. These straight-forward to calculate the wavelengths of the
observed shifts were the most important clue in leading two parametric waves produced in axial four- or six-
us toward an axial pase-matched wave-mixing expla- wave mixing processes. For the particular case of
nation for these processes. The shifts can be predicted axially phase-matched six-wave mixing produced by

from the simple model presented in the next section. two-photon pumping of the sodium 3S-4D tran-

sition, we can ca.culate these wavelengths as follows.

3. Theoretical Treatment Using the relation k) =wn/c, where n is the refractive
index at the relevant frequency, we can combine (3) and

Figure 2 p, esents an energy level diagram for sodium. (4) to yield:
In the figure, we show two paths which can be

described as axially phase-matched six-wave mixing. w[n(oa)-1]+w 2 [n(w,)-1]

In the following, we will show that the channel 2O~t(W) _]_-4D,4,[nw4,L4,j,__]

involving the 3D state is responsible for the sodium

830 nm emission. -0jP..,3D[n(w4P-3D)- l]1
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The frequency dependent index of refraction is in Here e and m are the charge and mass of the electron.
'(general given by n=Re{Ot 2} with R the diel..tric W, fik, and y,, are the frequency, oscillator strength.

constant obtained from the expression: [19] and half-width (FWHM) of the transition from state i
E-1 47: e' to state k, and we are considering the case of pure

= 4te __ __ (6) sodium vapor. For n - I in a dilute gas, and outside of
i_+_2 3 _M i.k W-k-U -w2--ikW

"  the resonance linewidths (Iwc-ok>Tik), this ex-
pression reduces to: [3, 19]

n-Il 12 1Nj W2 k _2. (7)

If we now make the assumption that the populations in
the excited states are small, we need only consider
transitions from the ground state. Thus we can elimi-
nate the sum over i in (7), and replace N, by the total
atom density N. In the case of sodium, the sm over k is
just the resonance series of S--P transitio.is. For our
situation of six-wave mixing, all photon wavelengths of

K ) j-J rainterest are greater than 578 nm, so the 3S-.3P
transitions at 589.0 and 589.6 nm (which contain over
98% of thc total oscillator strength) will dominate the
sum. The next largest contribution comes from the

- 3S-4P transitions whose oscillator strengths are a

factor of 70 smaller than those of the 3S-,3P tran-
sitions. In addition, the 3S--+4P transitions lie at higher
t h s ( mefrequencies (2 -330 nm), so that their contributions to
the right-hand side of (7) are mu, h less than I1I/.

Figure I 1 shows a qualitative sketch of the function
. a , n - 1 in the range of interest. Since the two photons

near the 4D-,4P and 4P--3D transition wavelengths

81 820 830 840 850 occur near 2.3 and 9.1 lim. respectively, the last two
Wavelength (rim) terms on the right-hand side of (5) will not contribute

Fig. 10a, b. Emission scans of the 810-850 nm region obtained in significantly. In addition, the contribution from the
a a mixed sodium-potassium vapor and b i pure sodium, with term on the left-hand side involving uw2 (which will turn
the laser tuned to 578.66 nm. The oven temperature was - 510 C out to be in the vicinity of the 3D--3P transition at
for the pure vapor, and varied with position over the range 820 nm), is also very small. Thus, we are left with the
370-500 C in the mixed vapor The buffer gas pressure was - 36 simple equation:
and 16 mbar in parts a and b. respectivel.. The laser power was
-1.2 mJ co,[n(co) - 1] = 2wL[n(WL)- 1]. (8)

Fig. 1I. Qualitative sketch of the

n-I function n-11 in the regions
around the sodium 3S-.3P and

"3 S 3,-4P transitions. The laser
4Par04 P 1/z 2- 3S 3Pa -3S frequency WL is marked by a solid

W- vertical arrow in the figure. The
four dashed arrows represent the
four points which satisfy (81 for
axial phase-matching. The
leftmost of the four dashed arrows
is the phase-matching point at
584 nm which is also responsible
for the 830 nm and 116 lim
emissions. The figure is not drawn
to scale
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w, is marked in Fig. 11 by the solid arrow. The dashed pump frequency, we expect AW I w5 8 4 Z AWL/ 2 and
arrows mark the four points which satisfy (8) for axial AtW2 =A'W8 3 o  - AwL1 2), it is a different dependence
phase-matching (see also [9]). Note that two of these than that predicted for the angle phase-matched
points occur very close to the line-centers of the 840 nm emission (AW. 4 Z -AWL) which has recentlN
3P--3S fine-structure components. As explained in been demonstrated experimentally by Wang et al. [6]

[8], these are regions of strong absorption, which tends and Yih et al. [20]. Note also that the axially phase-

to reduce axial wave-mixing at these frequencies. The matched emission frequencies w, and W2 are indepen-
third point, between the two 3P--3S fine-structure dent of the sodium atom density which cancels out of
transition frequencies, is responsible for the axially each term in (5).
phase-matched six-wave mixing reported in [8]. Since In addition, it is clear from Fig. 2 that a similar
co, is given fairly closely by: process should occur under the same conditions for the

cascade sequence passing through the 4S (rather than
W2 =W3D- 3 S - 1 , (9) the 3D) state. This latter process is responsible for the

1.16 lan emission. Predicted and observed wavelengthsthis process also produces a signal at a frequency for this process are also presented in Table 1.

between the 3D-3P fine-structure components, which f inalyce re senth i p ap e m s
can e sen in[Re. 8,Fig.5].Finally, we present what is perhaps the most

can be seen in [Ref. 8. Fig. 5]. convincing argument in favor of the axially phase-

It is the final point satisfying (8). marked by the left- matched six-wave mixing explanation for the 830 nm

most dashed arrow in Fig. 11. that is responsible for emi siw A cr ing eory. we ex e to o re
the odim 80 n emisio. Athogh drec copu- emissio. According to theory, we expect to observe

the sodium 830 nm emission. Although direct compu- predictable shifts in wavelength of the various emission
tation from (5) and (7) allows an accurate prediction of peaks as we change the refractive index of the vapor. In
the frequencies tJ and w. associated with this point.
these frequencies can be calculated approximately particular, when we consider the case of these pro-
from the following simple argument. Since the fre- cesses occurring in mixed sodium-potassium vapor., we

rmust include the effects of the potassium on the index
quency range in the region of interest is not large, the of refraction. In this case, and again assuming that onl

points satisfying spoy ear-n tth the atomic ground states are significantl populated.
points where n -1 is simply twice ntwL)-1. In ad- ()bcms

dition. for frequency detunings that are large com- 7 beoms

pared to the fine structure splitting, but not so large - I e- NN f fl. 00

that (!):Z " 3P 3S is not a reasonable approximation, the m N .+ 10

dispersion is roughly a linear function of frequency [i.e. Here, states i andj represent the sodium and potassium
the frequency denominator ofj7 can be approximated ground states, respectively. Since the potassium re-

as sonance lines lie at 765 and 770 nm, the second term on

¢3- 3s -) :
2 W3 P- 3S((03 P- 3 S-(o).. the right-hand side of (10) contributes significantly to

the dispersion in the vicinity of 830 nm. This pushes the

Therefore, it can be seen that (8) will be satisfied by one 830 nm emission to shorter wavelengths, with the
point that is close to midway between the laser and the actual value being determined by the relative sodium
atomic line frequencies. Since the 3D-3P atomic lines to potassium density ratio. Qualitatively, this is what
at 819 nm are the complement of the 3P-3S atomic we observe in Fig. 10. Note that the analogous emis-
lines, and the 840 nm emission is the complement of the sion near 1.16 gm (involving the 4S state cascade
laser wavelength (i.e. W3 D. 3P=Wj3D-3S-(W3P-3S and channel) is not shifted as much in frequency. since the
W840-W3D-3S-WL), it can be seen that an axially potassium contributes less to the dispersion of either
phase-matched six-wave mixing photon should be w, or w2 in this case.
emitted with its wavelength almost midway between It is difficult to determine the sodium-potassium
those of the 840 and 819 nm emissions. density ratio in the heat-pipe oven. because the two

Use of (5) and (7) including all six photons and species tend to separate [21]. However, we know that
resonance terms through the 3S--5P doublet allows an upper limit to NL'NN. is - 10 which is obtained
accurate predictions of the axial six-wave mixing from vapor pressure curves [22], and a lower limit is
photon wavelengths for a given laser wavelength, clearly zero for complete separation. In Table 2 we
Wavelengths calculated in this manner are compared present values of the observed positions of the 830 nm
to observed wavelengths in Table I for the case of pure and 1.16 jm peaks for two pump wavelengths. These
sodium vapor and for several laser frequencies. For can be compared to tabulated values of the peak
these calculations, energies and oscillator strengths positions calculated from (5) and (10) using various
were taken from [18]. Note that while co and w2 shift values of the ratio NK 'N,, It can be seen that the shifts
with the pump laser wavelength (for a shift JwL of the agree fairly well with those predicted for N, N', - 3.
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Table 2. Measured and calculated positions of axially phase-matched six-wave mixing signals in
mixed sodium-potassium vapors for two pump laser wavelengths. The calculated values are
obtained from (5) and (10) using several values for the ratio NL!NN.. These ratios are given in the
last column. Wavelengths are in air, and are given in nm. The experimental conditions were as in
Fig. 10, and the experimental uncertainties are given in parentheses

P.v 3D channel 4S channel NK'NN.

.(w1 ) A(C2) ;(w') .(w)2)

Experimental
578.66(±0.05) - 825.26(±0.3) - 1156.75(±0.5)
578.86(+ 0.05) - 824.84(±0.3) - 1156.31 (±0.5)

Theoretical
578.66 584.05 829.24 584.00 1159.69 0

584.53 828.28 584.22 1158.84 0.5
584.93 827.48 584.42 1158.06 1.0
585.56 826.21 584.76 1156.69 2.0
586.04 825.27 585.07 1155.52 3.0
586.41 824.54 585.33 1154.50 4.0
586.70 '.23.96 585.56 1153.61 5.0
586.93 823.50 585.76 1152.81 6.0
587.30 822.79 586.10 1151.49 8.0
587.55 822.28 58o.39 1150.40 10.0

578.86 584.15 829.05 584.10 1159.30 0
584.61 828.12 584.31 1158.49 0.5
584.99 827.35 584.50 1157.74 1'0
585.61 826.12 584.84 1156.43 20
586.08 825.19 585.13 1155.28 3.0
586.44 824.48 585.38 1154.29 4.0
586.72 823.92 585.60 1153.42 5.0
586.9t, 823.46 585 80 1152.65 6.0
587.31 822.77 586.14 1151.34 8.0
587.56 822.27 586.42 1150.28 10.0

This value appears reasonable for the heat-pipe oven. photon pumping of the Na 3S-4D transition. as an
We have also found that variation of the oven tempera- axially phase-matched six-wave mixing process. This
ture and buffer gas pressure can cause the 830 nm peak evidence includes the observation of coherent emission
to move in Na-K mixtures but not in pure sodium. at 584 nm, which is coupled to the 830 nm emission in
This is because the variation of the mixed-vapor oven the wave-mixing process, and a related emission peak
operating conditions causes variation in NI(N,, in the at 1.16 gtm, which is due to an analogous six-"ave
central part of the oven. Clearly. this cannot occur in mixing process involving the 4S intermediate state.
the pure vapor. The common nature of these three emissions is docu-

Because of its simple dependence on N. NN,, it is mented by the similarity of their excitation spectra and
possible that the shift of the 830 nm emission can be their dependences on laser power. The axial nature of
used as a convenient measure of this ratio in the central this six-wave mixing process has been demonstrated by
region of sodiu-n-potassium heat-pipe ovens. This, and angle dependent studies carried out with an aperture.
analogous processes in other alkali vapors, might In addition, we have observed dramatic shifts in the
prove useful in determining atom density ratios in wavelengths of these axially phase-matched emissions
various experiments involving spectroscopy of hetero- when we changed the refractive index of the vapor b%
nuclear molecules, or the study of collisions between mixing potassium with the sodium.
dissimilar atoms. These observations can be easily explained by a

simple model of axially phase-matched six-wave mix-

4. ing similar to that presented recently by Moore et al.
4 Concltisios and Summary [8,9]. We have used this model to predict the wave-

In the preceding sections, we have presented experi- lengths of the various emissions in pure sodium vapor.
-mental and theoretical evidence which unambiguously and have obtained values which agree with obser-.-

identifies the 830 nm emission, observed under two- vations to within experimental uncertainties. This
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model also qualitatively explains the wavelength shifts explanations of the 830 nm emission as Na, bound-
observed in sodium-potassium mixtures. The only free 13 -r'-.l 3 -J excimer emission, that have ap-
parameter needed to make these last calculations peared recently in the literature [13,16]. Such expla-
quantitative is the ratio of the potassium to sodium nations cannot explain the presence of a correlated
number densities. In fact, observations of this type may photon at 584 nm, or the analogous emission at
be useful for obtaining atom density ratios in other 1.16 p.m. In addition, excimer explanations cannot
experiments on mixed alkalis, account for the observed shift of the 830 nm emission

Using this simple model, we can also speculate in Na-K mixtures, both because the shift can be made
about the origin of the dip in the axialy phase-matched continuous with variation of the sodiumpotassium
six-wave excitation spectra for resonant pumping. ratio, and because the analogous excimer bands of the
When the pumping is well off resonance, the excited NaK and K2 molecales occur at wavelengths beyond
state populations remain small, and the indices of 1 pm.
refraction are given by (7) with N, replaced by N and Acknowledgements. We are grateful to M. A. Moore, W. R.
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Excitation-transfer collisions in cesium vapor: Cs(SD 51 2 )+Cs(6S 1/ 2 )--Cs(5D3/ 2 )+ Cs(6S/2)

B. Keramati, M. Masters, and J. Huennekens
Department of Physics. Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015

(Received 25 March 1988J

We report an experimental investigation of the excitation-transfer collision
Cs5D. ) +Cs(6S-CS(5D, )-+-Cs(6S). The upper 5D,., state was excited by a cw dye laser
tuned to the one-photon. quadrupole-allowed 6S-.5D 51 , transition. Since the direct 5D-6P
fluorescence could not be detected with our apparatus, we monitored instead the cascade 6P-6S
fluorescence. The ratio of 6P/, to 6P3,/ fluorescence contains information on the collisional mix-
ing that takes place in the 5D levels but also includes a significant contribution from mixing in the
6P levels. This latter contribution could effectively be subtracted out using the results of a second
experiment in which a tunable cw diode laser was used to pump the 6P 3 2 state, and the same
fluorescence ratio monitored. The 5D mixing cross section we obtain, 70 , is significantly larger
than previous indirect determinations.

1. INTRODUCTION quence at the low end, and therefore provides the most
severe test for the n * scaling laws. For higher D states in

Over the years there has been extensive investigation of rubidium and cesium it was found that the fine-
transfer of population among alkali atom fine-structure structure-level-changing cross section roughly scales with
levels in collisions with ground-state alkalis. - -K noble- the geometric cross section, which was derived from a
gas atoms, : 

- - l and diatomic molecules.'-'' 0.
A
4 Rydberg model. For cesium 5D, n*=2.55, so core

A complete review of theoretical and experimental work effects will presumably be significant.
in this area up until 1975 can be found in Ref. 17. These Additionally, there has been some controversy over the
fine-structure-level-changing collisions are important cesium 5D fine-structure-level-changing cross section due
snce they are among the simplest atomic-energy-transfer to disagreement between two very indirect determina-
processes and thus represent a fundamental test for tions. 1 2 The work of Wu and Huennekens yielded an
theories of atomic interactions. Recently it has also been anomalously low apparent upper limit on the 5D level
shown that data on collisions insolving transfer among mixing rate coefficient of 10- 11 cm 3 s- 1 as a by-product
fine-structure levels can provide direct information on in- of an experiment studying predissociation of cesiur'- mol-
teratomic potential curves."- 2 0 ecules. 21 At about the same time Davanloo et al.-' ob-

From an experimental point of view alkalis have been tained an apparently conflicting 5D mixing rate
studied because excited states are easily accessed using coefficient of 6.2X 10- 11 cm 3 s- 1 with error bars of 6017.
tunable dye lasers. Fine-structure-level-changing col-
lisions in various P states have been studied using direct
one-photon excitation from the ground state, 3.411 133-16

while man) D levels have also been investigated by apply- DYE, ....- E', L,4

ing two-photon or two-step excitation techniques. 125-9,12 r4- \'''- 4 5D3. (LEVEL 31

Such studies, particularly in cesium, have allowed testing " 03
of theoretical arguments concerning the scaling of cross 2
sections with effective principal quantum number n *.- (. , - '

In the present work we report an experimental deter- DtODEt MOmt

miation of the thermally averaged rate coefficient for tie Las R 6Ps 12 (LEVEL 2)

excitation transfer process Ra 2

Cs(SD ,,)+ Cs(6S,I)-.Cs(5D 3 2)+Cs(6S, 2 ) . (1) 01

r~r
This process has not been directly studied until now be- tag4.mi
cause of the long wavelengths involved in both the excita- '-'-

tion and detection stages (see Fig. 1). We sidestepped ts2 m)
these difficulties by exciting the 5D levels via one-photon 6s,, 21tLEVEL O)

electric quadrupole transitions and detecting 6P.-6S FIG. 1. Partial energy-level diagram of cesium irelative ener-
cascade fluorescence. Details of these techniques and the gies not to scale) showing the collisional and radiative processes
derivation of the rate coefficient from the fluorescence considered in this work. In the figure the R's represent fine-
signals are presented in Secs. Il-IV. Since 5D is the structure mixing rates, the Q's are collisional quenching rates.
lowest-lying D state in cesium, measurement of this fine- and the r's are radiative rates. Radiative transitions are also Ia-
structure-level-changing cross section completes this se- beled by the corresponding wavelengths.
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This result was also a by-product of a photodissociation geometry be identical when using the two different lasers.
study of cesium dimers and must also be considered an Thus a translating mirror and a set of apertures were
indirect measurement. The mixing rate coefficient we re- used to ensure that the beam paths of the two lasers
port here, 2.6x 10-10 cm 3 s-, is actually larger than the through the cell were identical. The stripe of fluores-
Davanloo et al. result. In addition, we see no evidence cence along the laser-beam axis through the cell %as im-
for the very high 5D quenching rate coefficient aged onto the slits of a monochromator. Again due to ra-
1 1 7 X 100-o cm s- t) which they also required to fit their diation trapping, the detection geometry plays a role in

data. We still do not fully understand these apparent the 6P, level fluorescence ratios and this point will be di -
discrepancies which will be discussed further in Sec. V. cussed in Sec. IV. Light through the monochromator

was detected with either an S-I or an S-20 photomuli-
II. EXPERIMENT plier. The signal was then processed through either a

lock-in amplifier or an electrometer and displayed on a
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimen- chart recorder. When using the diode laser, the contribu-

tal setup. Pure cesium (no buffer gas) was contained in a tion from laser scatter to the 6P 3,/' -- 6S signal was deter-
2.54-cm-diameter cylindrical cell made of aluminosilicate mined by cooling the cell and tuning the laser oil reso-
glass. The cell was heated to 125-225 C in a glass oven nance. Typically this correction was a few percent.

using nichrome heaters. The cell temperature was moni- A quartz-iodine lamll with known spectral output re a

tored by a thermocouple. used to determine the relative detection efficienc% at
Due to the low energy of the cesium D states, the,, 852.1 and 894.3 nm using the calibration procedure out-

could not be pumped with the available lasers using ei- lined in Ref. 23. The lamp was also used to determine the
ther two-photon or two-step excitation. Instead, a tur- cesium-atom density using the absorption-equisalent-
able cb dye laser, using LDS 722 dye and pumped by width technique. Since the 6P 3 12 fluorescence can be
3.-5 W all-lines from an argon-ion laser, was used to partially polarized, a 45' polarizer (Polaroid HR infrared
selectively excite the 5Dj levels directly from the ground sheet polarizer) was used in front of the monochromator
state via one-photon, dipole-forbidden but electric in conjunction with a second polarizer oriented either
quadrupole-allowed transitions (see Fig. 1). vertically or horizontally. This allowed measurement of

Since the 5D levels radiate at wavelengths greater than the two polarization components individuall. in a
3 pm, which are beyond the limits of our detectors and manner that was equally sensitive to both.
the transmission cutoff of our glass cells, we chose to
monitor the 5D level mixing by observing the cascade III. RATE EQUATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
(6P, :-6S)-to-(6P3 ,:-6S) fluorescence ratio. Howes-
er, since this ratio contains a contribution from mixing in The data analysis is based upon a rate-equation ap-
the 6P levels, we were required to carry out a second ex- proach which includes the relevant collisional and radia-
periment in which we directly excited the 6P;,. state. tive rates shown in Fig. 1. We consider a five-state model
This was done using a diode laser operating near 852 nm including 6S 1 ,2, 6P 1 ,2, 6P 3/2, 5D 3,2, and 5D, . which
and tunable over a few nanometers by varying the diode for notational simplicity are labeled states 0. 1. 2, 3. and
current and temperature. Due to radiation-trapping 4, respectively. For pumping of the 5D, , state we ob-
effects described in Sec. IV, it was important that the tain the steady-state rate equations

i3= 0 = -(r 3+R34 +Q 3 )n3 +R 43n 4 ,2,

MONO PT L-ock-IN L CHARTMONO- I T AMPLIFIER RECORDER n,=O= -(F 2 +R 2 i+Q 2 )n 2 -- R 2 n -±F3.n,,-r 4n.
CHROMATOR

T3

- POLARIZER (45*) I =0= -(r, +R 12 +Q, )n +R 21n2 +FIn13n . (4,

-- POLARIZER (VorH) Here the n's are the number densities in the different le%-

LENS els, the R's are fine-structure mixing rates, the Q's are

< > LENS CHOPPER quenching rates, and F31+r 32_=F3 is the total radiatixe

TRANSLATING rate out of state 3. Due to radiation trapping, Ft and F,
CI CELL I MIRROR are effective radiative rates which are much smaller than

C-CE L- the 6P-.6S natural radiative rate p,. Note, however,

.. .. .that according to the Holstein theory of radiation trap-
A PR ping, r, and r 2 are independent of density in our range

DRTYER of temperatures.14
,1 The 5D-6P fluorescence is not

> LENS IODE LAE trapped since the 6P states are only weakly populated by

LASER the cw pumping of the forbidden transition. This point is
FLAMP t  discussed further in Sec. IV. Since we have three equa-

tions in four unknown populations, we can solve for all
population ratios and thus for the (6P 1/ 2 -. 6S)-to-
(6P 3/2 -6S) fluorescence intensity ratio (which we label

FIG 2. Experimental apparatus. j / 1 2 ),

• i .. mm mm~ mmmmmm
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ILL1 2rln I e x,r, r3,R43(r2+R21 +Q2)+R 2 1[r 4(l' 3+R34+Q 3)+r 3 2R31 (5)1, 5D,: E2 x3r,n 2 - e 2 F,1 2 (r 1 +R, 2 +Q [ (r 3 +R 3 ,,+Q 3 )+ 3 2 R ]+ 3 R 3 R1 2

Here .1 and ;-, are the transition wavelengths needed to convert from photons/sec to energy/sec, and el/' 2 is the mea-
sured relative detection system efficiency at the two wavelengths. The subscript 5D5/ 2 on I /12 reminds us vf the par-
ticular pumping scheme.

We will argue in Sec. IV that the quenching rates can be ignored compared to the fine-structure mixing rates, so that
after some algebra we can write

L I .no .quenching f EX 2  (r 4a2+r 3 )(R 4 3 /r 4 )(R 2 , /r 2 )+Ir 3 1 (R 4 3 /r 4 )+r 3 (R 2, /r 2 )

12 JsD5 . 2 1 (r3+(r 4a 2 +r32)(R 4 3 /r 4 )+(r' 2 /ri)(R 2 1 / 2 )r 3at[I+(R 4 3 /r 4 )]+r 4ala2(R 4 3 /r4))

(6)

Here fluorescence components since they cannot be resolved by
1 _R1 ,/R 21 =r(g2/g E )eEE/A T our monochromator. To properly account for the

, =R different effective radiative rates, we introduce rate equa-

and tions based on Fig. 3,

-aE 4 - E, i/kT fl 2 =o=rcf +R 2 n1 -(Fr2i-R21+Q 2 )n2 , (7)2-R 4 /R41 (94/g3 ,

from the principle of detailed balance. i 2iR +n 2 )-(r 1+R 12 +Q,)n. (8)

The situation in the diode-laser case is complicated by Here the laser is assumed to populate a virtual level R,
the fundamental difference between Rayleigh scatter and which can radiate at a rate FR (Rayleigh scatter) or col-
true fluorescence when the laser is tuned slightly off reso- lisionally transfer population to state 1 or state 2. The
nance. In fact, the diode laser is always off resonance be- collisional rate to state 1 is R 21 (the state 2-* state I mix-
cause its low power (- 8 mW) is not sufficient to burn ing rate), while the rate to state 2 is F, the collisional
through the vapor at line center. The complication arises redistribution or line-broadening rate. This virtual-level
because the Rayleigh scatter occurs at the laser frequen- model ignores coherences created between states 0 and 2
cy, where it is not as severely trapped as the collisionally by the laser, but a correct dressed-level treatment (see
redistributed fluorescence. Thus the Rayleigh component Ref. 26) yields the same results as this intuitive model
is characterized by one radiative rate, rR. while the and demonstrates that the collisional-rate assignments
fluorescence is characterized b . F2. In general F2  used here are correct.
< FR < F,. However, the 6P./2- -- 6S signal with diode- It can be shown from Eqs. (7) and (8) that the measured
laser pumping is always the sum of the Rayleigh and quantity 1 /(I 2 +I ) is given by

C '1 I  '1)i 2 FR 2 1(F+ r+R 2 , +Q 2 )

1
2+]R 6Pr 2 2 [ r (Fr )+ R 2 R i]+FR[Rt2(F2+Q 2)+(ri+Q, )(F 2 +R 2, +Q2 )]

Since F, >>R 21 always (collisional dephasing cross sections are always much larger than those of any other collisional
process), we can derive the following equation valid in the limit of no quenching:

I 11 " quenching f.1s . (R 2 l/r 2 )( I + F 2 /r c )

12 P,. PE 2 , 1 l+al(r/Fr)(R21 /F2)+(rR/c) l!+(R2 /r 2 )l+al(r2 /F)I (

Equations (6) and (10) are the basic expressions used to range of temperatures where F2 is independent of density,
analyze our data. However, it is instructive to look at the and amount to neglect of the back-transfer terms. The
low-density limits of these expressions where collisional first term within the square brackets in Eq. (11)
rates can be neglected compared to radiative rates (i.e., represents the mixing which occurs in the 6P levels, while
F >>R ,2 , F2 >>R 2,,, >>R 34, F4 >>R 43), the second term represents the 5D level mixing (F3 /r 3 is

simply a radiative branching factor). The term in large

1lodest IX2R 2 , 4, parentheses on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) represents
= 12 r F- (1 1) the effects of the Rayleigh scattering. It can be seen that

1 
5D

I1
2  

fl [ F2 F"3 this term becomes equal to unity when rR = F2 , which

low d enset) occurs in the optically thin case where F2 = r, = IN, but
I, l'  

'
$

l;2 R 21  I +(r 2 /Fc) also when trapping of the Rayleigh scatter is comparable1 2 +t -6P, e,i 2  +(Fr/F, ) , (12) to that of the fluorescence (i.e., for excitation on reso-
nance). When it is justified to replace this bracket by uni-

These expressions are linear in cesium density over the ty, a particularly simple result can be obtained for the
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VIRTUAL LEVEL

r, (LEVEL R) 0.8-
6P,2 (LEVEL 2)

0.7

0.6
R21  R12 0.
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6 PI/2 (LEVEL I) .4

.4-

0.3

0.2

"R rl r2 0. ,
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[Cs] ( 101cn4"3 )

FIG. 4. Plot of (1/12)5/2 and [JI/(J'+1R)] ,

represented by squares and circles, respectively, vs cesium den-
sity. The solid curves are least-squares best fits of Eqs. (6) and

-6 Si/2 (LEVEL 0) (10) to the data. Error bars have been given for each point.

FIG. 3. Simplified model used for constructing the rate equa-
tions (7) and (8). The level "R" is a virtual level populated by
the laser. See text for a complete description, order to carry through this procedure was to obtain

values for rR/ FC and r2/r 1 to use in Eq. (10). Now
FR <FN=3.26X1 0 7 sec-1 (from Ref. 27) and
r,=7.51 1 10x-[Cs] (from Ref. 28). Therefore, over the

5D51/ ---SD 3 /2 mixing rate, density range of our experiment, 7XI0" to 6X 1O
R43 =k43[Cs] cm - 3, the Fr /r, term contributes between 7% and 62%

to the denominator of Eq. (10). In fact, FR can be es-i4r 3  1  I timated reasonably accurately since the diode-laser fre-
-F3, 1 2 I.2 SD, 7-- + , (13) quency was set to maximize the sensitized fluorescence

/231 signal at 894.3 nm. This maximum occurs approximately
where [Cs] is the cesium atom density and k43 is the mix- when the laser power absorbed in the observation region
ing rate coefficient. In this form it is easy to see that tak- is maximized. This point is found by maximizing the
ing measurements using the two different pumping function 10 (e -e kL+AL)) with respect to k,.,
schemes allows a straightforward subtraction of the which is the absorption coefficient at frequency v,. 1o is
effects of 6P state mixing. the incident intensity, and the observation zone extends

Figure 4 shows a plot of our measured values of from L to L + AL with respect to the entrance windoA.
The laser detuning which peaks the fluorescence will be
such that14t150/2 For & )Io,[L+ /

and For our typical values of L and AL we find k, -0.31
__ _ cm- 1 . The escape probability at this frequency is e

12+1 6P3/2 where R is the cell radius. Thus r,-r.e-2.36× i07 s -' at all densities. r2/r, can be calculated
versus cesium density. As can be seen, most of our data accurately f t olste teor of radi at tis wthi the lin ar rgim . N vert ele s, t e b ck - accurately from the H olstein theory of radiation trap-
is within the linear regime. Nevertheless, the back- ping 24'2,' which has been verified for similar situations in
transfer terms cannot be ignored without introducing er- sodium.29 ',3 Thus we obtain r2/rl=0.993, independent
rors of the order of 30%, so that Eqs. (6) and (10) were of density. Note that because the trapped radiative rates
used for the analysis. The procedure was to carry out aleast-squares fit of Eq. (10) to our measured values of depend critically on the excitation and detection
[east-squares fit + of Eq. vers c umesity.uThi ded as o geometry as well as on the atom density, it is crucial that
[I1/ (1 2 + it )16p, j/ versus cesium density. This yielded a both the diode- and dye-laser experiments be carried outbest value for k21 /r2=R 21/(r 2FCs]). This value was in with identical geometries (see also Sec. IV). Under these
turn used in a least-squares fit of Eq. (6) to our measure- conditions, F 2 and r, will be independent of the state
ments of (I / 1 2 )SD / versus density. that is pumped. Note also that r 2/r' can always be

The only difficulty which remained to be overcome in neglected in Eq. (10) under our conditions.
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IV. RESULTS has occurred is also greater further out. Thus I /12 in-
creases with offset of the detection region from the laserFinally, from the least-squares fit of the (41112 )5D,, 2  axis. However, as long as the 5D-.6P fluorescence

data and radiative rates from Ref. 27 we obtain our best remains untrapped, and the diode- and dye-laser beams
value of k43, which is the thermally averaged rate follow the same path, the value of k 4 3 obtained from our
coefficient at T-425 K, measurements should be independent of detection posi-

k43 2.6x 10-'o cm 3s-'-40% . (14) tion.
During the course of our measurements we realized

Using the mean thermal velocity that detection of light from a strip-shaped region perpen-
dicular to the laser beams would result in intensity ratios

8RT Mi +M, 104CMS- that were far less sensitive to small offsets between the
1_ MM, 1-367X two beams. Only our data taken using this detection

scheme are plotted in Fig. 4. Earlier data taken when we
we can calculate an average cross section defined by imaged a strip oriented along the laser beams must be fit

o43-k 4./F=70 A '40% (15) using a smaller value of k 21/[ 2 (since r 2 was larger).
Nevertheless, the less accurate value of k43 obtained from

Before proceeding to a discussion of these results a few these earlier data is consistent with our reported value
additional comments concerning radiation trapping, Ray- from the later measurements to within combined error
leigh scatter, and quenching are required, followed by a bars.
short discussion about the uncertainty estimates. Although the 5D -- 6P fluorescence is produced by

pumping a forbidden transition with a weak cw laser, it is
important to verify that the slight radiation trapping on

A. Radiation trapping and Rayleigh scatter these transitions is not effecting our results. To do this

Radiation trapping in alkali vapors has been studied we must first calculate the 6Pj level populations corre-
extensively in recent years. 9  These studies have shown sponding to the case of dye-laser pumping. The 6P popu-
that the Holstein theory 24.25 gives accurate analytic ex- lations can be obtained in the diode-laser case from the
pressions for effective radiative decay rates under certain known laser power absorbed; i.e.,
well-defined circumstances. However, trapping is very n =(P/h v)/(refveff) .
sensitive to geometry and care must be exercised when
applying the Holstein theory to actual experiments. Not Here P=P0 ( I -e - ) is the laser power absorbed in the
only is the cell geometry important, but so too is the exci-tatin ad deecton gomery.cell of length L, and V r is the "trapping volume." Wetation and detection geometry.

In our experiment the cesium densities were sufficiently have already shown that k,.-O0.31 cm-1 for diode-laser
high that the Holstein pressure-broadening limit was al- pumping and rf-Sx104 -1 s for all cesium densities
ways appropriate, and the theory yields 6P -6S radiative studied. We use VT-Trr 2ffL with r r=0.3 cm. This
decay rates rr- 8x 104 sec-1 independent of density. 29  value, which represents the spatial extent of the 6P
This decay rate corresponds to a "fundamental-mode" atoms, is intentionally small in order to calculate a max-
excitation scheme which is realized with an unfocused imum 5D-.6P trapping effect. In this way we obtain 6P
laser beam roughly filling the cell cross section. Use of atom densities of -2.6x lOt cm-3 with diode-la-er
focused laser beams as in this experiment results in longer pumping. The 6P, level populations with dye-laser
decay times or slightly smaller decay rates. Nonetheless, pumping are obtained by comparing the 6Pj level fluores-
-,ff should be approximately constant with density so cence with that obtained using the diode laser. In this

that k2, /r2 should be constant. The approximate linear- manner, we obtain a maximum 6P 3.2 density of 2.7 x 101'
ity of the [111 /12 +JR )1]6P,, data in Fig. 4 demonstrates cm - 3 using the dye laser. We then used these calculated

6Pj densities to determine trapping factors from thethat this is reasonable. We have found two previous mea- Milne theory,3 3 which has been shown to provide accu-
surements of the 6P 3/,- -6S-6Pj/2+6S cross sec-tion 31 3 2 Bunke and Seiwert 3' obtained a 21 = 13 /A 2, rate values in the low-optical-depth case. 34 The 6P densi-
while Czajkowski and Krause 32 obtained a 21 =31 A 2 ty is maximum for the highest cesium density where ourw calculation yieldecl a trapping correction of 22%. Note
Using these two values in our expression for that this is a worst case (other data points are affected by
k21 ,/r 2 = 1.40X 10- ' cm 3 obtained from the fit of the substantially smaller amounts), and that the calculation
[I) .2+IR )163/. data in Fig. 4, we obtain r 2-3.4 was carried out using approximations that deliberatel)
X 104 and 8.1 X 104 s- 1, respectively. Thus we can con- overestimated the effect.
clude that the trapping problem is being handled in a Although the calculation above provides an upper limit
reasonable fashion. However, our calculation of r 2 un- to the effects of 5D---6P fluorescence trapping, we were
der these conditions is not sufficiently precise to establish able to show experimentally that such effects could be
a preference for one or the other previous values of a,,. neglected under our conditions. We measured 1, /1 as a

The measured intensity ratios are also sensitive to function of laser power for both diode- and dye-laser
detection geometry. Photons take longer to diffuse to lo- pumping. Each component is linear in laser intensity and
cations further from the laser axis, and therefore the therefore the ratio. are obviously independent of intensi-
probability that a fine-struct.,ie-icvel-haaging collision ty. Since 5D-.6P trapping decreases with decreasing in-
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tensity, it is clear that any effect this trapping might have involving two 6P atoms must also be considered here.
on our results is small, in agreement with the preceding even though we are pumping with a weak cw laser. Such
calculation. For these reasons, no attempt was made to collisions could change the 5D and 6P atom decay rates
correct our results for 5D - 6P trapping. or change the fluorescence ratio I, I/1 through cascade

We indicated in Sec. III how the radiative rate ap- contributions. Contributions from these effects can be
propriate to Rayleigh scatter could be estimated, and calculated using the 6Pj level populations obtained in
how this value was approximately independent of density Sec. IV A on radiation trapping. 5D level populations are
because the diode laser frequency was always set to max- smaller than those of the 6P levels by the ratio
imize the sensitized fluorescence. In general, errors in r6pC./FSD. Using an extreme value for the excited-
r are not critical since r/r, 0.25 for [Cs]> 1.25 atom-excited-atom collision cross section of 10-1 cm-.
X 1014 cm - 3 where most data was taken. However, the we can show that the fluorescence ratio 1 /1. cannot
Rayleigh scatter is also partially polarized and is there- change by more than 10% except for diode-laser pump-
fore anisotropic. Additionally, the fluorescence is aniso- ing at the lowest cesium density studied. For this one
tropic due to trapping. The detection system was made point the effect could be 20%. However, these calcula-
equally sensitive to both polarizations as described in Sec. tion assume the very large excited-atom-excited-atom
II, and the anisotropies calculated as described in Refs. 4 cross section given above, and that all more highly excit-
and 26. For Rayleigh scattering and fluorescence, the ed atoms produced by such processes cascade down
enhancement of intensity in the detection direction (rela- through the 6P levels. For dye-laser pumping, excitcd-
tive to an isotropic distribution) is 18% and 14-27 %, re- atom populations are substantially smaller than in the
spectively, and therefore the two effects almost cancel. diode-laser case and all such effects can be shown to be
We estimate that these effects (which we did not correct negligible.
for) bias our results by less than 10%. Just as in the case of 5D - 6P fluorescence trapping, a

Intensities were always recorded for both the vertical calculation is used to provide an upper limit to the effect
and horizontal polarizations. In all cases reported inten- of excited-atom-excited-atom colliqions. Howe~er, laser
sities represent the sum of these two components. power dependences give experimental verification that

these processes can be neglected here. In particular. ue
observe that all signals are linear in laser power. wherea,'

B. Quenching any contribution from excited-atom-excited-atom col-
lisions would scale quadratically.

Quenching terms have been neglected in Eqs. (6) and Finally, since we are using sealed cells, we must worr.

(10) despite fairly large quenching rates reported for about quenching by impurities; especially diatomic mole-

higher D levels,. 35.36 This is because the 5D and 6P lev- cules. We can immediately state that any such effects are

els are quite isolated (each is more than 2700 cm - away small, since we can calculate the 6P state decay rates
from the nearest level). Thus quenching by ground-state from our measured fluorescence ratios and the known

cesium atoms. where the excitation energy can only cou- values of the 6P3/ 2 4+6S-6P1 / 2 +6S cross section.'

pie to translational motion, should be negligible in this These values are in good agreement with decay rates oh-

case where kT < 300 cm- 1. The fact that the data can be tained from radiation-trapping theory. In fact, the 6P

well fit without quenching terms is indicative that this ap- state decay rates calculated from our data clearly provide

proximation is justified. an upper limit to the quenching rates. Note that quench-

Quenching by Cs 2 molecules in processes such as ing of 6P levels by impurities will not affect our results in
any event, as long as the quenching is the same for both

Cs2(X '" )+Cs(6P,5D)--Cs2* +Cs(6S) (16) excitation condition " ve assume similar quenching
cross sections for tht 0 ' :-els we then establish that the
relatively short 5D sty.- 2time is affected by less than

(where Cs2* is an excited molecule) must be considered 10% due to quenching. hi addition, we can argue against
since the rate coefficients can be almost gas kinetic quenching by permanent gases in the cell, since such
[k -3X !0-9 cm3 s- I for the analogous process in Na2  gases would also cause fine-structure-level mixing which
(Ref. 37)]. However, for T=225"C, which is roughly the would result in nonzero y axis intercepts in Fig. 4.
highest temperature at which we took data, [Cs2] is only Quenching by species that outgas from the cell walls
1013 cm- 3 according to the Nesmeyanov relation. 3' Thus when they are heated is a more difficult effect to eliminate
quenching by Cs2 molecules could not compete with radi- from consideration. The densities of such gases would
ative decay from te 5D levels. Due to trapping, radia- probably scale differently with temperature than that of
tive decay from the 6P levels is slower, but still the cesium, and thus probably could be detected by
quenching terms remain insignificant over our range of significant nonlinearity of the data of Fig. 4. To experi-
temperatures. Even at higher temperatures, 6P state mentally test for effects of impurities, we had a second
quenching would affect both laser-pumping situations sealed quartz cell made commercially. We observed no
equally and would therefore effectively cancel. systematic differences in fluorescence ratios measured in

Excited-atom-excited-atom collisions such as the two cells. Since it is unlikely that impurity conccn-

Cs(SDs/2 )+Cs(6P,/2 )--.Cs(8P3 /2 )+Cs(6S) , (17) trations would be the same in the two cells, it seems
reasonable to conclude that impurities cause no

which is out of resonance by only 17 cm- I, and collisions significant quenching in either cell.
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C. Determination of cesium density way we assign an overall statistical error to each mea-

The cesium-atom number density was measured direct- sured value of [I, 1(l, +A 1)],p,,. in Fig. 4. These are

ly using the absorption-equivalent-width technique on shown as error bars in both x and y for each point in Fig.
both the 6SI/2-- 6 PI/2 and 6S 1/--.6P 33,,2 transitions. 4.

Since we operated in the pressure-broadening limit, we The value of k21 /l- obtained from our fitting routine

used the self-broadening rate r, calculated by Carrington has a statistical error of 4%. We use this uncertaint% in

et al. 28 These calculations for J=4 to J = , transi- Eq. (6) and estimate the errors in a , [,/ , c 1/e,. and

tions were found to be accurate to within 15% experi- the measured fluorescence ratio as before. a, is probab]N

mental uncertainties in the analogous Na case.4 Densities accurate to 10% since the 5.0 state fine-structure splitting
obtained from equivalent widths were self-consistent and is only about 0.3kT. r 4 and the 3's were taken from
agreed with those obtained from the Nesmeyanov vapor Warner,- and we estimate them to be accurate to
pressure formula to within about a factor of 2. This - 10%. Ratios of the Ps are expected to be much better.
discrepancy is not considered significant since the vapor- We thus obtain an overall error for each [I /1] D, -

pressure technique is notoriously unreliable for determin- point. Our fitting procedure then yields an uncertainty of
ing alkali densities. In particular, this technique may -40% in k4 3. We believe this is sufficiently large to also
suffer from serious errors in the vapor-pressure formula account for the systematic errors in the density deter-
itself, or the temperature measured may not be that of mination and the relative detection efficiency, etc
the coldest point in the cell. The equivalent-width tech-
nique is a direct measurement which only depends on
well-known line-broadening parameters. Thus we believe V. DISCUSSION
that densities determined from equivalent width measure- The cesium 5D,, - 5D 3 12 fine-structure-le'el-
ments are more reliable than those obtained from vapor- ch e c si on rate coe fin tructe-le e
pressure formulas and, in particular, are less likely to changing collision rate coefficient reported here
suffer(2.6 10 - 10cm3 s is significantly larger than the upperlimit obtained from the work of Wu and Huennekens'

(10 - 11 cm's-I), and somewhat larger than the value
D. Uncertainties 6.2 x 10- '' cm 3 s- obtained by Davanloo et al. 22

An eIn the experiment of Wu and Huennekens, cesium mol-An estimate of the uncertainty in our measured rate ecules were pumped with fixed frequency lines from an

coefficient can be obtained by looking at Eqs. (10i and (6). eronio er. ome othedexcitednmoleces then
Statin wih q. 10kweestmal tat he ato odet¢- argon-ion laser. Some of the excited molecules then

Starting with Eq. (10). we estimate that the ratio ofdetec- predissociated or collisionally transferred excitation to
tion efficiencies is accurate to - 5%, while the uncertain- produce excited atoms in the 5D 112 and 5D3 ,, levels.
ty in r,/r, from the Holstein theory is probably on the The SD level populations were then detected by monitor-
order of 10%. Since the 6P, -±6S-6P:. +6S ing the quadrupole-allowed 5D--6S fluorescence. At all
excitation-transfer process is exothermic by 554 cm- t'_ I temperatures studied (representing cesium densities up to
which is not small compared to kT- 300 cm , there will 101, cm- 3). the ratio of 5D 5/ 2-6S fluorescence to
not in general be a Boltzmann velocity distribution in the 5D3/:--6S fluorescence was approximately 2:1 Howey-

DP, -state. Therefore
, 2er, the expected thermal equilibrium fluorescence ratio is
a1 =(g2 /g1 )e-E:EI~ ,/1.1:1. To verify that the discrepancy did not result fromincorrect transition probabilities, the experiment was also

in the back-transfer term should be described by an carried out in a cell containing 1 atm. of neon buffer gas.
effective temperature rather than the cell temperature. In this case the ratio of 1.1:1 was obtained. The implica-
Since we have no reasonable method for estimating this tion of these results is that the collisional mixing rate
effective temperature, which is also a function of atom R 43 =k 43 [Cs] is less than the radiative rate r 4=8.4x 105
density, we use the cell temperature to compute a, but s- 1 for [Cs]<1017 cm - 3. This yields the upper limit
assign it a relatively large uncertainty of a factor of 2. given above. In the present work we also observed the
We consider this to be a conservative overestimate of the 5D quadrupole transitions following pumping of the cesi-
error since the 554 cm heat liberated in the collision um vapor with the argon-ion laser lines 488 and 514 nm
will be shared by the two colliding atoms, and additional in order to verify the previous results in our cell
thermalizing collisions will further reduce the effective and under our experimental conditions. Again we sa%%
temperature. Since the cell temperature is a lower bound the fluorescence ratio of 2:1 reported by Wu and Huen-
on the effective temperature in aI, the assigned uncertain- nekens. At present, we are at a loss to reconcile the 2:1
ty in a, is (+ 100%, -0%). This is the cause of the fluorescence ratio (independent of density) with our
asymmetry in our error bars in Fig. 4. current measurements of the 5D fine-structure mixing.

The Rayleigh term rR /, involves both the broaden- Davanloo ei al. 22 obtained a value for the 5D state
ing rate and our calculatio,i -f the trapping at the diode- fine-structure mixing rate coefficient of 6.2x 10-
laser frequency. Thus we estimate the uncertainty in this cm 3 s- . This measurement also involved pumping of
term at - 20%. Finally the fluoreence ratio itself is ac- cesium molecules and observing dissociation to the 5D
curate to -5%. We assign a random error of 10% to levels, in this case, however, the excitation was with a
our determination of the cesium density (the systematic high-power, pulsed laser. The 5D, level populations as a
error in this quantity could be more like 20%). In this function of time were monitored by using a second (de-
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40.0 cipal quantum number n*. This figure is the same as Fig.

4 of Ref. 1, except that our result for the 5D levels has
been added. The data for the 6D-OD states is that of

20.0 Tam et al. 1 The geometric cross section can be approxi-
mated by the hydrogenic expectation value of the square
of the orbit radius given by 39

10.0 r 2= n* 2[5n' 2+ 1-31(l+1)]a (18
8.0 T 0

6.0 Tam et al. found that for n=7-10, a43=r 2, while for
VCE n=6 the cross section was 2.6 times larger than r 2.
,Q 4.0 Equation (18) is plotted in Fig. 5 as a solid curve. For the
o 5D levels, where n *=2.55, we calculate r2 =14/' 2. Our
"" measured value is about 5 times larger. Thus our current
o 2.0 0 measurement seems consistent with the trend shown by

the 6D mixing rate.U
w

o 1.0 VI. CONCLUSIONS
0 o 0 .8 0 In this paper we have reported an experimental value0.6 for the Cs(6S)+Cs(D/ 2 )-.Cs(Cs(5Ds(5D3 /,) fine-

0.4 structure-level-changing collisional rate coefficient. The
measurement was carried out by pumping the one-photon
quadrupole-allowed 6S--.5D 5 /2 transition, and monitor-

0.2 ing the cascade (6PI/2 -- 6S)/(6P3 /2--.6S) fluorescence
ratio. Since mixing can also take place between the 6P
fine-structure levels, a second experiment was carried out
in which the 6P 3/2 level was pumped and the same

. 2 4 6 fluorescence ratio measured. This process allowed a rath-
n* er direct correction for the effects of radiation trapping

FIG. 5. Plot of cross sections for the fine-structure-level- and collisional mixing in the 6P levels. The value we ob-
changing collisions Cs(nD,12 )+Cs(6S)-Cs(nD3/, )+Cs(6S) tained for the 5D state mixing cross-section in the present
vs effective principal quantum number n*. The data for work is approximately 4 times larger than the value re-
n =6-10 (circles) are taken from Ref. 1, while the n =5 case ported by Davanloo et al. 22 and 25 times larger than the
(square) is from the present work. The solid line is a plot of r 2  upper limit that can be derived from the results of Wu
from Eq. (18). and Huennekens. 2 We have presented some possible ex-

planations for the discrepancies with the pulsed measure-
ments. However, at present, we are unable to reconcile

layed) pulsed laser to pump to high-lying Rydberg F lev- our present 5D fine-structure mixing cross section with
els that would subsequently field ionize. The high intensi- the argon-ion-laser data.
ty of the two pulsed lasers can cause several nonlinear
processes to occur, including stimulated emission on the
5D-6P transitions, various wave-mixing processes, etc. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
(which are not likely in the low-power cw measurements).
These types of processes could rapidly depopulate the 5D We are grateful to S. McClain and E. Rothenheber
levels in a manner that might be indistinguishable from who worked on this experiment in its preliminary stages,
quenching. Thus such nonlinear processes may be the and to Dr. Will Happer and Dr. Frank Feigl for loans of
cause of the larger apparent quenching rate determined several key pieces of equipment. This work was support-
in the pulsed experiment. 22  ed by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.

Figure 5 shows a log-log plot of the fine-structure PHY-8451279 and the Army Research Office under
changing cross sections a43 as a function of effective prin- Grant No. DAAL03-86-K-0161.
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